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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
NOMAD aimed to deliver a novel methodology for treating the social web as a valuable resource of information for policy 

making, through non-moderated crowdsourcing. The final NOMAD platform prototype provides a complete set of tools 

for searching, analysing and visualising arguments, opinions and sentiments regarding a policy domain. These tools are 

integrated in the context of an open, modular platform for policy support, applied in specific policy making cases in three 

countries.  

In this context, this document describes the final integrated prototype of the NOMAD platform. This version is the fully 

specified version of the platform that includes all the modules and hardcode deliverables of the NOMAD project. 

The NOMAD platform enables target stakeholders, such as policy makers, policy advisors and communication experts or 

even journalists and members of public associations, “listen” the public opinion, as it is mainly expressed in the social 

media, offering valuable assessment towards the behaviour of the public to a specific policy.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this document is to present the final the NOMAD platform prototype both from an end user and a more 

technical point of view. It starts with an overview of the revised Architectural Design and the general NOMAD workflow, 

and it presents the functionalities that support the requirements of the target end users through the NOMAD platform 

use cases.  

1.2 Methodology and Structure of the Deliverable 
This document presents the technical information on the integration of the various technologies and tools towards 

delivering the final NOMAD platform prototype. 

This document is structured as follows: 

 Section 2 provides an overview of the final NOMAD architecture. 

 Section 3 describes the integrated prototype of the NOMAD platform by describing the integration activities for 

linking the processing, layer, the presentation layer and the storage layer components together. This section, also, 

provides a detailed description of the implemented services for accessing the NOMAD Database, the visualisation 

and analytics modules and the authoring environment. Furthermore, the specific technologies for the 

implementation of the WP6 components and the integrated prototype are presented. 

 Section 4 provides the NOMAD testing framework, under which components were stress tested and the results.. 

 Finally, Section 5 concludes this report. 
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2. ARCHITECTURAL ASPECTS 

2.1 Final NOMAD Architecture 

As it has been described in [1], the NOMAD architecture adopts the principles of the Service-Oriented paradigm to define 

the necessary software components to facilitate the set of functionalities required for the authoring of domain and policy 

models and the visualisation of specific policy making concepts, which drive the target stakeholders in identifying the 

evolution of citizens’ trends in social media with respect to the defined policy arguments. 

The NOMAD logical components are placed in a three-layered Architecture, as shown Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: The NOMAD Logical Layered Architecture 
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Going to the real world, the NOMAD Architecture decouples the processing from the presentation layer, as depicted in 

Figure 2. The logical components and their associated functionalities are mapped to physical components, which, in turn, 

govern the way that the NOMAD data flow is performed.  

 

Figure 2: The Software Components of the NOMAD Physical Architecture 

 

The presentation layer consists of four main components, which enable the interaction of the target stakeholders with 

the analysed NOMAD specific content. These components facilitate different needs and aim to assist stakeholders in 

authoring the models for describing domains and policies of interest, on the one hand, and visualising the structuring of 

the social media content based on these models on the other hand. 

The processing layer components support the presentation layer functionalities by running on the background and 

analysing the crawled Internet sources and associating them with the defined domain and policy models. 

As per Figure 2, the following physical components have been identified for the NOMAD platform, which map to the 

logical functionalities of the NOMAD platform in Figure 1: 

 On the Presentation Layer: 

o The Model Authoring Module, which integrates the Keyword Selection interface, the Relation Definition 

interface, the Policy Model Sharing interface and Argument Building interface 

o The Visualisation Module, which implements the Visualisation & Analysis interface 

o The Orchestrator module, which allows the user to insert his set of sources to the system and initiate the 

processing phase for his models. 
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o The Generic UI Component, which wraps the Thematic Catalogue and the administration functionalities of the 

NOMAD platform 

 On the Processing Layer: 

o The Thematic Classifier, which integrates the functionality of the Keyword Inflation and Thematic Classification 

Service in the Data Classification Sub-layer 

o The NOMAD Crawler, which implements the relevant Crawling Service functionalities of the Static and Dynamic 

Content Crawler in the Data Acquisition Sub-layer. 

o The Content Cleaner, which implements the relevant Content Cleaning Service functionalities in the Data 

Acquisition Sub-layer. 

o The Linguistic Demographic Extractor, which implements the functionalities of the Demographic Extraction 

Service from the Opinion Mining & Argument Extraction Sub-layer 

o The Segment Extractor, which implements the functionality of the Segment Extraction Service in the Opinion 

Mining & Argument Extraction Sub-layer 

o The Sentiment Analyser, which implements the functionality of the Sentiment Analysis Service in the Opinion 

Mining & Argument Extraction Sub-layer 

o The Argument Extractor, which implements the functionality of the Argument Extraction Service in the Opinion 

Mining & Argument Extraction Sub-layer 

o The Tag Cloud Generator, which implements the functionality of the Term Extraction Service in the Opinion 

Mining & Argument Extraction Sub-layer 

o The Argument Summariser, which implements the functionality of the Argument Summarisation Service in the 

Argument Summarisation Sub-layer 

o The Service Orchestrator, which is responsible for controlling the delegation of tasks in the processing pipeline 

and the synchronisation of their outcomes. 

 On the Storage Layer: 

o The Content Repository 

o The Model Repository 

o The Metadata Repository 

o The Thematic Catalogues 

o The Persistency Sub-Layer Components 

Thus, compared to the initial design defined in [1], the NOMAD Architecture now supports an intermediate persistency 

sub-layer to enable access to the data stored into the Storage Layer logical components. By doing so, the complexity of 

the data source models is encapsulated into the functionalities of the persistency component, offering a simplified façade 

to be used directly by the consumers of the NOMAD components. 

2.2 Physical Deployment 

Based on the logical design of the NOMAD architecture in the previous section 2.1, this section elaborates on the physical 

deployment of the NOMAD platform and the configuration of the actual NOMAD components. More specifically, it 

describes the way that the various platform components communicate with the content repositories (for hosting the 

crawled information, the models, the thematic catalogues and the metadata analysis) in order to retrieve and store data 

produced during the operation of the whole platform. 

The NOMAD implementation has followed the Service-Oriented paradigm and all the physical components offer system 

interfaces to enable interaction with remote software objects through RESTful Web Services. This means that a loosely 

coupled approach can be adopted §for the deployment of the NOMAD platform and the support of multiple policy 

formulation scenarios, in which all the components are installed on separate physical servers. The interaction among the 

components is not direct, but it takes place via the communication with the platform repositories. 
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At this point, the physical deployment of the NOMAD platform is shown in Figure 3. As it can be seen, the current 

configuration splits the NOMAD functionalities into  three main physical locations, which in turn host the following: 

 The NOMAD Server, which distinguishes between four different virtual machines (VM): one for the crawling service 

to acquire content from selected Internet social media sources, a second one for the Argument Extraction & Opinion 

Mining, which hosts the respective components from the Processing Layer, a third one for hosting the persistency 

component and a last one for the User Interface (UI) Components. The latter incorporates the Model Authoring 

Module and the administration panel for managing the NOMAD platform services (which is now on called NOMAD 

Generic UI). Furthermore, the persistency VM enables access to the NOMAD DB, which integrates the Storage Layer 

logical components (i.e. the Content Repository, the Model Repository, the Metadata Repository and the Thematic 

Catalogues). 

 The Visualisation Server, which hosts the respective Visual Analytics Module. 

 

Figure 3: NOMAD Physical Architecture 

2.3 Updated Information Data Flow 

Figure 4 makes an update of the NOMAD Data Flow, as it has been initially introduced in [1]. This data flow describes the 

main steps for the accomplishment of the NOMAD functionalities, which are governed from the Service Orchestrator and 

are summarised in the following: 

 The NOMAD Crawler collects raw material from various Internet sources, which are then cleaned (i.e. to remove html 

tags) through the Content Cleaner component. The crawling sources are user defined. 

 Based on a defined domain model, the processing pipeline performs linguistic analysis, based on the thematic areas 

of the model. 

 The linguistic analysis is extended to the classification of the crawled content to the thematic areas of the model and 

the extraction of content level segments referring to the defined policy model and additional “candidate argument” 

segments. 

 The processing involves matching the model arguments with the content segments. 

 The segments are exploited to perform sentiment analysis with respect to the polarity of the segment to certain 

statement. 
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 The content is further analysed to derive key terms, which are used to produce the tag cloud of the domain and/or 

policy model. 

 The segments associated to model specific arguments and the additional “candidate argument” segments are 
summarised to produce concise, abbreviated reporting that preserves the main points of all the arguments. 
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Figure 4: The NOMAD Data Flow
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2.4 The NOMAD platform users 

As it has been reported in [2], NOMAD targets policy makers, policy advisors and consultants, domain experts and policy 

communication analysts to provide them with a platform to monitor the trends of the citizens in social media with 

respect to specific policies and their arguments. To this end, the current implementation of the platform defines 

functionalities, which can be accessed from the following roles: 

 Administrator: this role has full access to the whole platform functionalities, in order to maintain the operational 

view of the platform, manage the set of users accessing the platform and their access rights to the offered services 

and functionalities 

 Domain Author: this role can create, modify and invoke the NOMAD analysis for a specific domain model, including 

the identification of the relevant keywords and the definition of relations among the key domain elements 

 Policy Author: this role can create, modify and invoke the NOMAD analysis for a specific policy model, including the 

identification of basic policy statements and their related policy argumentations 

 End User: this is a public access user, who can navigate through the results of the NOMAD analysis with respect to 

defined domain and policy models and their argumentations 

Currently, the NOMAD platform does not make any differentiation between the Domain Author and the Policy Author, 

which are named as Author. It is apparent that the Administrator as a platform super user inherits all the access rights 

assigned to the Author, while the access rights to the End User are inherited by both the Administrator and the Author. 

2.5 Realisation of the NOMAD Platform Use Cases 

The analysis of user requirements and the relation to system functionalities has driven the identification of the system 

use cases, which can be invoked by the roles defined in section 2.4. These use cases can be realised by the interaction of 

these roles with the NOMAD Generic UI, the Model Authoring Module and the Visual Analytics Module. The use cases for 

the NOMAD Generic UI are derived from the requirements of the NOMAD platform to support the objectives of the 

project. The use cases for the Model Authoring Module are derived from the analysis of the work in WP3 and WP4 to 

offer the registered stakeholders with a tool to define the way that the attitude of the social media users towards policies 

can be structured. Finally, the use cases for the Visual Analytics Module are derived from the work in [1] and depict the 

potential interaction of the NOMAD stakeholders with the NOMAD platform to assess the behaviour of the social media 

users against the specified arguments attached to a particular policy model, which addresses the policy formulation 

needs of a certain domain. 

The NOMAD system use cases are summarised in Table 1. 

Table 1: The NOMAD Platform Use Cases 

ID Use Case Title Use Case Overview Accessed by Role 

NOMAD Generic UI 

UC1  Manage User Roles 
Define the list of roles accessing the platform 
functionalities and managing the role assigned to the 
registered users 

Administrator 

UC2  
Monitor Platform 

Services 
Have a complete view for the status of the platform 
services 

Administrator 

UC3  
Check status analysis 
of domain and policy 

models 

Retrieve the list of domain and policy models stored into 
the NOMAD DB and view whether their analysis is active or 
not. The Administrator has view access to all available 
models, while the Author can view only the public and 
their own models 

Administrator, 
Author 

UC4  Start/Stop analysis for 
the set of 

Start or Stop the analysis for a defined list of domain or 
policy models. While the Administrator can manage all 

Administrator, 
Author 
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ID Use Case Title Use Case Overview Accessed by Role 

domain/policy models models, the Author is able to start only their models 

Model Authoring Module 

UC5  Import Domain Model 
Upload an external domain model (i.e. an existing ontology 
file - OWL) to the NOMAD platform 

Author 

UC6  Load Domain Models 
Retrieve all the public domain models and those that are 
owned by the specific user. Navigate through the domain 
entities of these models. 

Author 

UC7  Edit Domain Model 

Create, modify or delete a domain model owned by the 
specific user. Add metadata information to the domain 
model. Support for authoring the domain model in three 
languages (English, Greek and German). Based on the 
given access rights to a public domain model, this use case 
also involves the editing of a public model, which is saved 
as a new domain model.  

Author 

UC8  Edit Domain Entity 

Create, modify or delete domain entities and change their 
relations in a certain domain model. Support for authoring 
the entities in three languages (English, Greek and 
German) 

Author 

UC9  Export Domain Model Generate an ontology file for the domain model Author 

UC10  Share Domain Model 
Set access rights to a domain model owned by the specific 
user. Define the list of users who can be granted privileged 
access rights 

Author 

UC11  Import Policy Model 
Upload an external policy model (i.e. an existing ontology 
file - OWL) to the NOMAD platform 

Author 

UC12  Load Policy Models 
Retrieve all the public policy models and those that are 
owned by the specific user. Navigate through the policy 
components and arguments of these models. 

Author 

UC13  Edit Policy Model 

Create, modify or delete a policy model owned by the 
specific user. Add metadata information to the policy 
model, including the domain model to which is attached. 
Support for authoring the policy model in three languages 
(English, Greek and German). Based on the given access 
rights to a public policy model, this use case also involves 
the editing of a public model, which is saved as a new 
policy model. 

Author 

UC14  Edit Policy Component 

Create, modify or delete policy components and change 

their relations in a certain policy model. Support for 

authoring the entities in three languages (English, Greek 

and German). Associate domain entities to the policy 

component 

Author 

UC15  Edit Argumentation 
Create, modify or delete an argument to a policy 

component. Associate domain entities to the argument Author 

UC16  Export Policy Model Generate an ontology file for the policy model Author 

UC17  Share Policy Model 
Set access rights to a policy model owned by the specific 
user. Define the list of users who can be granted privileged 
access rights 

Author 

Visualisation Module 
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ID Use Case Title Use Case Overview Accessed by Role 

UC18  Trend Discovery View important topics in online discussions End User 

UC19  
Time-comparative 
Trend Discovery 

Observe differentiations on trending topics over time End User 

UC20  
Audience-comparative 

Trend Discovery 
Observe differentiations on trending topics across 
audiences 

End User 

UC21  
In-field Trend 

Discovery 
View important topics in field-specific discussions End User 

UC22  
Temporal Comparative 

in-field Trend 
Discovery 

Observe differentiations on field-specific discussions over 
time 

End User 

UC23  
Audience-comparative 

in-field Trend 
Discovery 

Observe differentiations on field-specific discussions 
across audiences 

End User 

UC24  
In-Field Trends 

Projection 
Acquire an estimation of trend evolution in the future End User 

UC25  
Discovery of Public 

Sentiment towards In-
field Entities 

View sentiment analysis of attitude against entities related 
to a domain 

End User 

UC26  
Cross-time Sentiment 
Changes Monitoring 

Observe differentiations on sentiment towards domain-
related entities over time 

End User 

UC27  
Cross-audience 

Sentiment Change 
Monitoring 

Observe differentiation on sentiment towards domain-
related entities across audiences 

End User 

UC28  
Public Sentiment 

Projection 
Acquire an estimation of public sentiment towards 
domain-related entities in the future 

End User 

UC29  
Inform Policy Model 

Authoring 
Get polarized information related to norms and entities 
involved in a Policy Model 

End User 

UC30  
Discover Public Stance 

against Policy 
Arguments 

Get polarized information related to the argumentation 
provided by a Policy Model 

End User 

UC31  
Monitor Public Stance 

against Policy 
Arguments 

Observe differentiations in public stance towards policy 
arguments over time 

End User 

UC32  

Observe Cross-
Audience Stance 

against Policy 
Arguments 

Observe differentiation in public stance towards policy 
arguments across audiences 

End User 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE FINAL PROTOTYPE 

This section describes the development of the services in the different layers, which constitute the first integrated 

prototype of the NOMAD platform. As already mentioned, NOMAD follows the logic of REST Web Services, so this section 

specifies the Web service method, the end point and the I/O objects for each service. It, also, gives an example of use. 

3.1 Development of the Processing Layer 

3.1.1 The NOMAD Service Orchestrator 

The NOMAD Service Orchestrator implements the logic of breaking down the available work into batches or threads. It 

ascertains that each thread will be independently executed from other threads and that the order of execution of analysis 

in a specific thread will be as required by the analysis pipeline. This component allows on-demand routing of newly 

arrived data through the analysis pipeline of the processing layer. The component supports parallel invocation of analysis 

threads, the number of which is configurable. At the current state of the service, 1 analysis execution is permitted to run 

in any given time, for reasons of monitoring server load. The component also supports resuming an analysis execution 

from a previous state (fallback handler), as detailed below. 

3.1.2 The NOMAD Pipeline Fallback Handler 

In the case of an abnormal shutdown of the physical or the application server that host the NOMAD platform, a separate 

web service implementation was required to offer resuming of the analysis at the state that it was disrupted. The service 

is deployed in the same web application server instance as the other NOMAD services, and is responsible for monitoring 

the successful termination of each analysis request. On every reboot of the tomcat application server, the service will 

look for recent uncompleted service calls in the NOMAD orchestrator schema and resume them through the NOMAD 

orchestrator service.  

3.1.3 Web Service implementation in the Processing Layer 

This section presents the interface that the orchestrator uses to communicate with components of the processing layer. 

The interface consists of a set of RESTful web services which allow the orchestrator to call the various components and 

retrieve their processing results. The storage API is defined in terms of a prefix and a number of endpoints. It attempts to 

follow the principles of REST, and emits JSON documents to be parsed by the caller. Each of the following endpoints for 

the storage API is expected to be found on the web at prefix + path. For example, if the prefix was 

“http://server.nomad-project.eu/processing/components”, then the “argument_extraction” endpoint would be 

found at “http://server.nomad-project.eu/processing/components/argument_extraction". 

Each processing component may reside under any prefix, which must be known to the orchestrator. 

General rules are those common to most REST APIs. If a resource cannot be found, the service returns 404 NOT FOUND. If 

an action is not permitted for the current parameters, the service returns 401 NOT AUTHORIZED, otherwise 200 OK is 

returned. JSON data is sent with the header “Content-Type: application/json”. 

3.1.3.1 Linguistic Demographic Extractor 

 Method: POST 

 Path: demographic_extraction 

 Receives: A JSON object 

 Returns: A JSON object 

This API call processes a document through the Linguistic Demographic Extractor Components, which is responsible for 

acquiring demographic information for the NOMAD content, in case it is not explicitly provided (e.g. from Twitter, 

Facebook etc.). 

The input JSON object must contain the following information: 

 url: The url of the document to be processed (string). 
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 clean_text: The clean text of the document to be processed (string). 

 timestamp: The crawling timestamp of the document to be processed (timestamp). 

 language: The language of the document to be processed (string). 

 thread_id: The id of the processing thread, managed by the orchestrator (integer). 

 processing_level: The processing level, managed by the orchestrator, which denotes how many components have 

already be run, prior to this call (integer). 

 source_table: The source table id (integer). 

 query_id: The id of the query associated with this processing call (integer). This id can be used by the component to 

query the term of the query, and the associated to the query arguments, domains, entities, norms, policies, and 

themes. 

A sample input JSON object can be: 

{ 

    "url": "http://some.url.eu", 

    "clean_text": “the clean text of the document”, 

    "timestamp": "13/05/2013 22:15:00", 

    "language": "el", 

    "thread_id": 2, 

    "processing_level": 10, 

    "source_table": 12, 

    "query_id": 1234 

} 

The output is a JSON object, which contains demographic information: 

{ 

    "age": "18-24", 

    "gender": "male", 

    "education": "College", 

    "region": "Athens", 

    "geonames_id": "<some id>" 

} 

3.1.3.2 Segment Extractor 

 Method: POST 

 Path: segment_extraction 

 Receives: A JSON object 

 Returns: A JSON object 

This API call processes a document through the Segment Extractor Component, which analyses the acquired content and 

associates specific segments with the relevant constituents of a model, via the association of the query with the relevant 

models. 

The input JSON object must contain the following information: 

 url: The url of the document to be processed (string). 

 clean_text: The clean text of the document to be processed (string). 

 timestamp: The crawling timestamp of the document to be processed (timestamp). 

 language: The language of the document to be processed (string). 

 thread_id: The id of the processing thread, managed by the orchestrator (integer). 
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 processing_level: The processing level, managed by the orchestrator, which denotes how many components have 

already be run, prior to this call (integer). 

 source_table: The source table id (integer). 

 query_id: The id of the query associated with this processing call (integer). This id can be used by the component to 

query the term of the query, and the associated to the query arguments, domains, entities, norms, policies, and 

themes. 

A sample input JSON object can be: 

{ 

    "url": "http://some.url.eu", 

    "clean_text": “the clean text of the document”, 

    "timestamp": "13/05/2013 22:15:00", 

    "language": "el", 

    "thread_id": 2, 

    "processing_level": 10, 

    "source_table": 12, 

    "query_id": 1234 

} 

The output is a JSON object, which contains a set of segments (encoded as JSON objects): 

[{ 

    "text": "the argument text", 

    "start_index": 10, 

    "end_index": 28, 

},{ 

    "text": "the argument2 text", 

    "start_index": 50, 

    "end_index": 78, 

}] 

3.1.3.3 Sentiment Analyser (document level) 

 Method: POST 

 Path: sentiment_analysis/overal 

 Receives: A JSON object 

 Returns: A JSON object 

This API call processes a document through the Sentiment Analyser, which discovers the polarity of a document towards 

an argument. 

The input JSON object must contain the following information: 

 url: The url of the document to be processed (string). 

 clean_text: The clean text of the document to be processed (string). 

 timestamp: The crawling timestamp of the document to be processed (timestamp). 

 language: The language of the document to be processed (string). 

 thread_id: The id of the processing thread, managed by the orchestrator (integer). 

 processing_level: The processing level, managed by the orchestrator, which denotes how many components have 

already be run, prior to this call (integer). 

 source_table: The source table id (integer). 
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 query_id: The id of the query associated with this processing call (integer). This id can be used by the component to 

query the term of the query, and the associated to the query arguments, domains, entities, norms, policies, and 

themes. 

A sample input JSON object can be: 

{ 

    "url": "http://some.url.eu", 

    "clean_text": “the clean text of the document”, 

    "timestamp": "13/05/2013 22:15:00", 

    "language": "el", 

    "thread_id": 2, 

    "processin_level": 10, 

    "source_table": 12, 

    "query_id": 1234 

} 

The output is a JSON object, which contains the overall sentiment of the document as a whole: 

{ 

    "sentiment": 0 

} 

3.1.3.4 Sentiment Analyser (segment level) 

 Method: POST 

 Path: sentiment_analysis/segment 

 Receives: A JSON object 

 Returns: A JSON object 

This API call processes a segment through the Sentiment Analyser, which discovers the polarity of the segment towards 

an argument.. 

The input JSON object must contain the following information: 

 id: The id of the segment (integer). 

 text: The text of the segment to be processed (string). 

 start_index: The character offset of the segment start (integer). 

 end_index: The character offset of the segment start (integer). 

 language: The language of the document to be processed (string). 

 thread_id: The id of the processing thread, managed by the orchestrator (integer). 

 processing_level: The processing level, managed by the orchestrator, which denotes how many components have 

already be run, prior to this call (integer). 

 source_table: The source table id (integer). 

 query_id: The id of the query associated with this processing call (integer). This id can be used by the component to 

query the term of the query, and the associated to the query arguments, domains, entities, norms, policies, and 

themes. 

A sample input JSON object can be: 

{ 

    "id": 1234, 

    "text": "the text of the segment", 

    "start_index": 0, 
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    "end_index": 0, 

    "language": "el", 

    "thread_id": 2, 

    "processing_level": 10, 

    "source_table": 12, 

    "query_id": 1234 

} 

The output is a JSON object, which contains the overall sentiment of the document as a whole: 

{ 

    "sentiment": 0 

} 

3.1.3.5 Tag Cloud Generator 

 Method: POST 

 Path: term_extraction 

 Receives: A JSON object 

 Returns: A JSON object 

This API call processes a document through the Tag Cloud Generator Component, which discovers the dominant terms in 

the NOMAD Content entries and computes their frequency of appearance and their information weight in the specific 

content. 

The input JSON object must contain the following information: 

 url: The url of the document to be processed (string). 

 clean_text: The clean text of the document to be processed (string). 

 timestamp: The crawling timestamp of the document to be processed (timestamp). 

 language: The language of the document to be processed (string). 

 sentiment: The sentiment of the whole document (integer). 

 thread_id: The id of the processing thread, managed by the orchestrator (integer). 

 processing_level: The processing level, managed by the orchestrator, which denotes how many components have 

already be run, prior to this call (integer). 

 source_table: The source table id (integer). 

 query_id: The id of the query associated with this processing call (integer). This id can be used by the component to 

query the term of the query, and the associated to the query arguments, domains, entities, norms, policies, and 

themes. 

A sample input JSON object can be: 

{ 

    "url": "http://some.url.eu", 

    "clean_text": “the clean text of the document”, 

    "timestamp": "13/05/2013 22:15:00", 

    "language": "el", 

    "sentiment": 0, 

    "thread_id": 2, 

    "processing_level": 10, 

    "source_table": 12, 

    "query_id": 1234 

} 
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The output is a JSON object, which contains a set of terms (encoded as JSON objects): 

[{ 

    "term_string": "the term text", 

    "term_frequency": 10, 

    "tf_idf": 0.1234, 

    "content_id": 12 

},{ 

    "term_string": "the term2 text", 

    "term_frequency": 1, 

    "tf_idf": 0.01234, 

    "content_id": 10 

}] 

3.1.3.6 Argument Extractor 

 Method: POST 

 Path: argument_extraction 

 Receives: A JSON object 

 Returns: A JSON object 

This API call processes a document through the Argument Extractor Component, which discovers segments in the 

provided content that pertain to the arguments provided by a policy model. 

The input JSON object must contain the following information: 

 url: The url of the document to be processed (string). 

 clean_text: The clean text of the document to be processed (string). 

 timestamp: The crawling timestamp of the document to be processed (timestamp). 

 language: The language of the document to be processed (string). 

 thread_id: The id of the processing thread, managed by the orchestrator (integer). 

 processing_level: The processing level, managed by the orchestrator, which denotes how many components have 

already be run, prior to this call (integer). 

 source_table: The source table id (integer). 

 query_id: The id of the query associated with this processing call (integer). This id can be used by the component to 

query the term of the query, and the associated to the query arguments, domains, entities, norms, policies, and 

themes. 

A sample input JSON object can be: 

{ 

    "url": "http://some.url.eu", 

    "clean_text": “the clean text of the document”, 

    "timestamp": "13/05/2013 22:15:00", 

    "language": "el", 

    "thread_id": 2, 

    "processing_level": 10, 

    "source_table": 12, 

    "query_id": 1234 

} 

The output is a JSON object, which contains a set of segments (encoded as JSON objects), which represent the arguments: 

[{ 
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    "text": "the argument text", 

    "start_index": 10, 

    "end_index": 28, 

    "argument_id": 12 

},{ 

    "text": "the argument2 text", 

    "start_index": 50, 

    "end_index": 78, 

    "argument_id": 1254 

}] 

3.1.3.7 Argument Summariser 

The service operates in two modes. The first mode calculates the clusters of the arguments and afterwards performs 

summarization upon them, whereas the second mode returns the similarity calculated for each segment pair of the 

segment cluster that belongs to a specified policy/norm. 

 Method: GET 

 Path: argument_summarisation 

 Receives: parameters from the http GET request 

 Returns: A JSON object 

This API call processes a set of arguments through the Argument Summariser Component, which groups and summarises 

arguments related to a policy model query. The summary of arguments, related to the query, consist of a set of 

representative text snippets. Each representative snippet is expected to reflect the essence of a set of (partially or fully 

overlapping) expressed arguments. The return value of the call also integrates information about the importance of a 

snippet. For example, a snippet representing 10 expressed arguments can be more important than a snippet representing 

1 expressed argument. The importance is a floating point number, which can be a function of different importance 

indicators. 

The http call for invoking the first mode is: 

http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadSummarizer/NomadSummarizerService?model_type=policy&model_id=102&lang_id=2 

 model_type: The the type of the inquired model, either policy or norm 

 model_id: The database ID of the model 

 lang_id: the language ID  

The output is a JSON object, which contains a representative list of segments (encoded as JSON objects), efficiently 

representing the query related arguments. A sample output is as follows: 

{ 

    "errorMessage":"", 

    "content":[ 

        { 

            "description":"In the chronic coronary artery disease setting, 

nonadherence to cardioprotective medications (β-blockers, statins, and/or 

angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors) was associated with a 10% to 40% 

relative increase in risk of cardiovascular hospitalizations and a 50% to 80% 

relative increase in risk of mortality", 

            "type":"authored", 

            "segments":[ 

                1820513, 

                2135448, 
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                ..., 

                2784979 

            ], 

            "id":1947 

        }, 

        { 

            "description":"The resilience of many ecosystems is likely to be 

exceeded this century by an unprecedented combination of climate change, 

associated disturbances (e.g. flooding , drought , wildfire , insects , ocean 

acidification ) and other global change drivers (e.g. land-use change, pollution , 

fragmentation of natural systems, over-exploitation of resources).", 

            "type":"authored", 

            "segments":[ 

                1805201, 

                1812790, 

                ..., 

                2788567 

            ], 

            "id":1948 

        }, 

        { 

            "description":"The reason that these heater manufacturers can make 

claims in relation to these products saving energy and money is because the 

electric heaters behind the claims, are often low wattage, and so consume less 

Electricity than a standard convector heater, oil filled radiator or Fan Heater, 

however, consequently, they also output less heat as a result, because you only 

will get out in heat the same as you input in terms of energy, on a like for like 

basis", 

            "type":"authored", 

            "segments":[ 

                2136179, 

                2136222..., 

                2848088 

            ], 

            "id":1949 

        } 

    ]  

The http call for invoking the second mode is, similar to the first one:  

http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadSummarizer/NomadSummarizerService?model_type=policy&model_id=102&lang_id=2

&sim 

 model_type: The the type of the inquired model, either policy or norm 

 model_id: The database ID of the model 

 lang_id: the language ID  

 sim: the parameter that indicates that we want the segment similarities only, not the summaries. 

The output is a JSON object, which contains the similarities per segment pair IDs:  

[ 

http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadSummarizer/NomadSummarizerService?model_type=policy&model_id=102&lang_id=2&sim
http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadSummarizer/NomadSummarizerService?model_type=policy&model_id=102&lang_id=2&sim
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{"idTo":"2135448","sim":"0.28","idFrom":"1820513"}, 

{"idTo":"2135848","sim":"0.05","idFrom":"1820513"}, 

…, 

{"idTo":"2140007","sim":"0.06","idFrom":"1820513"} 

]" 

3.2 Development of the Presentation Layer 

3.2.1 The NOMAD Generic UI Component 

The main User Interface development environment has been deployed using Liferay [3]. Liferay is a free and open source 

enterprise portal written in Java and distributed under the GNU Lesser General Public License. It allows users to set up 

features common to websites and easily create corporate intranets and extranets. Liferay portal is also a content 

management system that allows users store, retrieve and edit documents and web content for their portals. Although 

Liferay offers a sophisticated programming interface for developers, no programming skills are required for basic website 

installation and administration. 

The main parts of a portal are functional units that are called portlets. With Liferay portal, it also possible for developers 

to implement themes that define the look n’ feel of the web application’s pages, hooks that extend the portal’s abilities 

and layout templates that define the way portlets are spread inside a portal page. The development of these units is 

possible through a series of plugins provided freely by Liferay for the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 

[4]. 

Liferay Portal is Java based and runs on any computing platform capable of running the Java Runtime Environment and an 

application server. A number of application servers, databases technologies and open standards are supported, fact that 

gives the opportunity for a combination that best suits to the needs of each project (see [5] for a full list of technologies 

used and supported by current version of Liferay portal).  Liferay portal comes out in two editions, a community edition 

freely available for use and an enterprise edition with a certain price. 

In NOMAD, the Liferay Portal Community Edition, bundled with the Glassfish server, has been chosen, in order to keep 

the under development web application light weighted yet powerful in terms of performance. This Liferay edition exhibits 

key features, necessary for the Argument Modelling Environment, which are summarised in the next paragraphs (a 

complete list of Liferay features and more detailed information can be found in [7]). 

Simplified UI Development 

Liferay Portal simplifies the development of internal, external, and channel websites and Web Application, notably those 

that allow users to login for personalized services or views and those that require a workflow approval process to update 

content and integrate or aggregate multiple existing services. Liferay Portal provides a single presentation layer for 

integrating all enterprise systems into a single easy to use interface for end users. 

User-Driven Workflow and Approval 

Not only is there embedded workflow for content, but also Liferay Portal allows users create their own workflow and 

define the number of approval paths based on their own unique business requirements and operational needs. For 

example, administrators can now implement an approval process for new document uploads before they appear in the 

Document Library 

User Groups, Organizations and Sites 

Liferay users can be intuitively grouped into a hierarchy of "organizations" or cross-organizational "user groups," 

providing flexibility and ease of administration. 

For example, members of different geographic location, such as America and EMEA can be grouped into organizations, 

whereas project based or departmental teams such as a "Website redesign" that cross disciplines can be created as user 

groups. Liferay provides support for "sites" where both organizations and user groups can be added to a separate web 

property with its own set of pages, content management system, shared calendar, and authorizations. A user can belong 

to multiple sites and easily navigate between them. 
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Multi-language Support 

International or multi-lingual organizations get out of the box support for 30+ languages. Users can toggle between 

different language settings with just one click. This is of an additional asset for NOMAD, which targets to the provision of 

multilingual functionalities for authoring policy and domain models. 

User Defined Content Categories 

Administrators can create their own custom metadata sets and document types into language familiar to users. For 

example, financial reports, surveillance videos, and so on can be defined in a way that makes sense for the business 

functions of the content (e.g., author, reporting period, etc.). 

Web Content Structures and Templates 

Liferay Portal allows users to easily create reusable templates for web pages and page sections. This enables users to 

quickly build pages and allows websites to maintain a common look and feel across the entire site by allowing new pages 

to be created with an approved set of templates. Users can quickly create templates within Liferay Web UI or by using 

external web development tools. 

Community Features 

Liferay offers wiki functionality to enable building up and documenting important or interesting information for 

community use. Each community can get their own wiki with its own set of authorizations. Anyone with editing rights can 

quickly contribute information to these online topical encyclopaedias. 

Liferay Blogs features provide the best option of modern blogging tools coupled with the benefits of the community-

centric nature of Liferay Portal. They allow users to convey information and facilitate conversations around blogs directly 

in the context of a website, intranet, extranet, or social network. Features include a user-friendly rich text editor, social 

bookmarking links, email notifications of blog replies, and an entry rating system. All blogs can be subscribed to via RSS 

and users can schedule entries to be published at specific times and dates. 

Finally, Liferay community toolset offers multiple choice polls, which can be created with this tool to maintain a voting 

system. Many separate polls can be managed and a separate portlet can be configured to display a specific poll's results. 

The communication of the Persistency Layer with the Liferay Development Environment has been built as resources 

exposed via the http protocol. These resources consist of the RESTful Web Services that on-demand expose the contents 

of the NOMAD Database to the presentation layer. For this purpose, the use of JAX-RS [8], Jersey [9] and JAXB [10] has 

been taken into consideration. 

3.2.2 The Model Authoring Module 

The Model Authoring Module facilitates domain experts and policy makers in defining the models to describe policies. 

The Module offers a visual representation of the policy argumentation models and assists policy makers in expressing 

their understanding on the policy formulation aspects on a conceptual level and delivering a machine-readable 

representation of the respective models.  

The activities for the development of this module are described in the related documentation of WP3. 

3.2.3 The Orchestrator Module 

Through the Orchestrator Module a NOMAD user is able to define his own sources for his models and initiate the 

processing phase taking those into account. The module communicates with the orchestrator and gives real time 

feedback to the user about the processing status of his models.   

When the user navigates to the “MySources” page where the Orchestrator Module resides, the user at the first half of the 

page, is able to view his models, policies and domains, their processing status, if one or more of the models are not valid 

and why, as well as the start and end date and time of the last he initiate the processing phase of a model.   
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Figure 5: Orchestrator Module - Initial view 

On the second half of the page the user is able to insert to the system the sources from which he wants to get results 

from. In order to do so, the user selects a model, then selects one of the source types (Twitter, Facebook, Blogspot, RSS 

news, RSS blogs or Webpages) and inserts the desired url (Fig. 6)  

 

Figure 6: Adding sources 

Through out the process the user is presented with dynamic tips, telling him what steps he can perform, after a certain 

action. Additionally a page guide tool is used to provide information about the different parts of the page and their role. 
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Figure 7: Orchestrator Module - Guidance 

3.2.4 The Visual Analytics Module 

The Visualisation Module is used by all NOMAD users to navigate through the results of the processing analysis towards 

associating the policy argumentation models with the opinions expressed in social media. The Visualisation Module 

considers different views on presenting the results to the end users, taking into advantage state-of-the-art technologies in 

visual analytics and exploiting various data streams coming from the analysis of the NOMAD processing layer 

components. Through the visualization Module a NOMAD user is able to view not only the analysis about his models but 

also for public models developed by other NOMAD users. 

The activities for the development of this module are described in the related documentation of WP5. 

3.2.5 The Visualisation Module 

The visualization module is developed in order to provide to the user a clean, non-expert walkthrough of the basic 

information from the nomad platform. The module provides a web application, in which the user may navigate easily, one 

step at a time, select his preferable domain, policy, norm and view analysis results. The web application is fully integrated 

in the overall nomad frontend UI, as a separate tab, called ‘Visualizations’. 

In the following paragraphs follows a quick presentation of the visualization UI. Initially, the user is prompted to choose 

the language that he prefers to see his models and retrieve data. 

 

Figure 8: The NOMAD Visualization Front page (language selection). 

Afterwards, he is prompted to select one of the domains that he owns. Each domain is displayed in the form of a bubble 

chart, whose size represents the content size of the given domain. By performing a simple mouse over a bubble, the user 

may inspect the full domain name, and in the right side of the screen, below the infobox, a smaller embedded infobox 

appears informing the user of the number of policies that are connected to this domain. 
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Figure 9: The NOMAD Visualization Domain selection page 

After selecting a domain, and by pressing the ‘next’ button, the user will be transferred to the next screen showing the 

policies that are under that domain (see below figure). There, again the policies are displayed in bubble charts and each 

bubble represents the content size of a given policy. By selecting a policy bubble, (single mouse click) an additional info 

box appears on the right of the screen displaying the content items crawled for this policy, derived by crawler type. 

Underneath the bubble chart, a breadcrumb appears informing the user of his current position and the user may press 
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next, where he will be prompted to view results for the whole policy, or for a specific norm. 

 

Figure 10: The NOMAD Visualization Policy selection page 

 

After selecting the whole policy, the user may select the type of results to inspect. Either the discussion overview, or the 

extracted arguments by the analysis. By selecting the extracted arguments, the user is presented the arguments page 

view, which lists the arguments grouped by the sentiment that they have been assigned. 
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Figure 11: The NOMAD Visualization detected argument list 

 

The analysis results are provided in a variety of manners, each serving a different expected need: 

 Discussion overview 

o Main Discussion Terms: Consists of a word cloud of the main single word and bi-gram tokens of the 

discussion. This visualization provides a quick glimpse of the overall discussion in the user selected 

scope. 

o Discovered Discussion Terms: Consists of a word cloud of the single word and bi-gram tokens of the 

discussion that are not connected to the model entities inserted by the user. This visualization allows 

the user to discover terms that may be useful in the authoring process, or that may indicate tendencies 

and topics that were not obvious but can be of interest in the decision making process. 

o Detailed View: Consists of a hierarchical bar chart showing the terms and their frequencies. This is a 

view that provides detailed information, by quantifying the importance (through number of 

occurrences) of terms in the selected scope. 

 Extracted arguments: Consists of 3 lists – one list per sentiment tag (negative, neutral, positive) containing the 

arguments detected by the argument extractor service as relevant to the model. 

3.2.6 Web Service Implementation  

This section describes the Web services, which facilitate the functionalities for the Presentation Layer Components.  

First a table summarizing these web services is presented, grouped by the Presentation Layer Component that assist. 

Then for each service, the following information is provided: 

 A short description of the Web Service 
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 The HTTP method used 

 The endpoint 

 The I/O schema 

 An example of service input/output in json format 

 

 Service Description 

Analytics module 

1.  Get domain/policy/norm/entity It returns a list of graph representations of the models matched (i.e. 

domain, policy, norm, entity) 

2.  Get term frequencies It returns the term frequencies related to a model (domain, policy) 

grouped by term and ordered by frequency. 

3.  Get term frequencies list It returns the term frequencies related to a list of models (domain, 

policy) grouped by term and ordered by frequency. 

4.  Get database info It returns the different demographic values and statistics. 

5.  Get group info It returns the total number of segments and the average sentiment for 

every domain/ policy/ entity/ norm/ argument defined in a list. In the 

case of policy or norm it calculates the total number of segments and 

the average sentiment of the whole hierarchy. 

6.  Get group info list It returns the total number of segments and the average sentiment for 

every domain/ policy/ entity/ norm/ argument defined in a list. In the 

case of policy or norm it calculates the total number of segments and 

the average sentiment of the whole hierarchy. 

7.  Get segments It returns the segments found for a model (domain, policy, norm, 

argument, entity) 

8.  Get policies by domain It returns all the policies that have a relation with the given domain 

9.  Add user feedback It allows the addition of user feedback regarding the arguments found 

Orchestrator module 

1.  Get Orchestrator Data It returns all the user’s models and their status regarding the 

processing phase, indicating also the model’s validity. 

2.  Get user sources It returns all distinct sources for a given user 

3.  Get Sources It returns all the user’s sources for a given source type and model 

4.  Add User Source It adds a user source url for a given source type and model 

5.  Update User Source It updates a user source 

6.  Delete User Source It deletes a user source 

Authoring Module 

1.  Get Languages It returns all the languages supported by the system 

2.  Get User Settings It returns the user settings about model language, instructions, etc 

3.  Add User Settings It adds the user settings in case the user is new in the system 

4.  Update User Settings It updates the user settings 
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5.  Add User Activity It keeps track of some of the users actions like addition/deletion of a 

node, connection of nodes etc for analysis and system enhancements 

6.  Get Argument Types It returns all the available argument types In the system (negative, 

positive, neutral) 

7.  Get Model Graph It returns the graph representation of a given model 

8.  Get User Model Graphs It returns all the model graphs of a given user 

9.  Get Public Model Graphs It returns all the public models (domains or policies) stored in the 

system 

10.  Add Model Node It adds a newly created node of a given model to the system  

11.  Delete Model Node It deletes a model node 

12.  Update Model Node It updates the data of a model node 

13.  Connect Nodes It creates a connection between two nodes of a model’s graph 

14.  Disconnect Nodes It deletes a connection between two nodes of a model’s graph 

15.  Unrelate Entity It deletes a connection between an argument or norm and an entity. 

This is a special case for policy entities 

16.  Get Extracted Arguments It returns the arguments found from the analysis process of a given 

policy 

17.  Delete Extracted Argument It deactivates an argument found so that it won’t be presented to the 

user again 

18.  Get New Terms It returns the new terms found for a given model.   

19.  Delete Terms it deactivates a new term found so that it won’t be presented to the 

user again. 

20.  Copy Policy Node It copies a policy node from one policy to another 

21.  Copy Domain Entity It copies a domain entity to another domain or policy 

Vusialization Module 

1.  getTerms Returns the terms and their respective frequencies concerning a 

specific model 

2.  getDiscoveredTerms Returns the discovered terms and their respective frequencies 

concerning a specific domain model. The discovered terms reflect the 

terms that are frequent in a discussion, and not related to any model 

entities. 

3.  getDomainSizes It adds the user settings in case the user is new in the system 

4.  getPolicyIDsPerDomainID Returns the policies that are connected to a domain 

5.  getPolicySegmentCounts Returns  the amount of segments that each policy contains 

6.  getPolicySegmentCountsPerSourceType Returns the amount of segments for each source type that each policy 

contains 

7.  getNormIDsPerPolicyID Returns  the norms that belong to a specified policy 

8.  getNormSegmentCounts Returns the amount of segments that have been extracted for norms 
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9.  getNormSegmentCountsPerSourceType Returns  the amount of segments for each different source type that 

have been extracted for norms 

10.  getArguments Returns the arguments extracted for a specific policy or norm. 

3.2.6.1 Get domain/policy/norm/entity 

Description It returns a list of graph representations of the models matched (i.e. domain, policy, norm, entity) 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/modelStructure 

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

languageCode String, required The language of the model’s node. Possible values “en”, “el”, 

“de” 

userID Long, required The Liferay id of the user  

Category Json Object, required - 

 modelType String, required The type of the model to return. Possible values “domain”, 

“policy”, “entity”, “norm”, “argument” 

 modelID Long, required The id of the model to return. If set to zero, all models of the 

type defined will be returned. 

 accessLevel Boolean, required If set to false (0) then all the models of the user specified will be 

returned, if set to true (1) then the public models constructed by 

other users will be returned.  

E.g. in JSON 

{ 

  "category": { 

   "modelType": "policy", 

   "modelID": 0, 

                  "accessLevel":0 

  }, 

       "languageCode": "en", 

       "userID":10158 

    } 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

 

errorMessage String Not empty in case that an error has occurred while processing 

the request. 

graphs Array of ModelGraph 

objects 

The list of the graph representations of the models. 

ModelGraph Object  

nodes Array of ModelNode 

objects 

A list of all the nodes of the model 

ModelNode Object  

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/modelStructure
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 modelID Long The db id of the node  

 type String The type of the node. Possible values “domain”, “policy”, 

“entity”, “norm”, “argument” 

 numberOfSegments Long The number of segments returned for the node during the 

processing phase 

 sentiment Double The sentiment of the node as derived during the processing 

phase 

 children Array of Strings An array holding all the complex ids of the nodes, this node is 

connected to. The ids are in the form (modelType_modelID). E.g 

entity_2, policy_17 etc   

3.2.6.2 Get term frequencies 

Description It returns the term frequencies related to a model (domain, policy) grouped by term and ordered by 

frequency. 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/termFrequencies 

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

languageCode String, required The language of the model’s node. Possible values 

“en”, “el”, “de” 

sources List of Strings, optional A list of source types, from which the results should 

have derived, acting as filter. Possible values 

“Facebook”, “Twitter”, “Blogspot”, “RSS blogs”, 

“RSS news”, “Google Plus”, “Bing”, “YouTube”, 

“Webpages” 

terms List of Strings, optional A list of terms for which the frequencies we want to 

return 

termsLimit Integer, optional The number of the max number of terms returned 

category Object, required - 

 modelType String, required The type of the model to return. Possible values 

“domain”, “policy”, “entity”, “norm”, “argument” 

 modelID Long, required The id of the model of which we want the term 

frequencies. 

demography Object, optional  

 education List of Strings, optional The education level of the people posting the 

content crawled. Possible values “No College”, 

“College”, “Some College”, “Graduate School” 

 gender List of Strings, optional The gender of the people posting the content 

crawled. Possible values “Male”, “Female” 

 region_name List of Strings, optional The area codes of the content crawled. Some 

possible values are “GR, DE, EN, ES, FR” etc 

 Age Object, optional  

 min Integer, optional The min age of the people posting the content 

crawled 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/termFrequencies
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 max Integer, optional The max age of the people posting the content 

crawled 

timespan Object, optional  

 begin Date, optional The date after which the posting date of the content 

crawled should be. 

 end Date, optional The date before of which the posting date of the 

content crawled should be. 

E.g. 

{ 

  "category": { 

   "modelType": "policy", 

   "modelID": 32 

  }, 

  "demography": { 

   "age": { 

    "min": 12, 

    "max": 50 

   }, 

                    "education": ["No College", "College"], 

                  “genders”:[“Male”], 

       "region_name": ["EN", "GR", "UK"] 

  }, 

  "timespan": { 

   "begin": "2013-01-03", 

   "end": "2015-01-01" 

  }, 

             "terms": ["average","winner"], 

             "sources": ["Facebook", "Twitter"], 

  "languageCode": "en", 

  "termsLimit": 100 

    } 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

 

errorMessage String Not empty in case that an error has occurred while 

processing the request. 

frequencies List of Frenquencies objects  

 term String The term found for requested model 

 frequency Long The term’s frequency in content crawled 

 tf_idf Double  

 sentiment Double The average sentiment of the documents that the 

term was found 
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E.g.  
{ 
"frequencies":[{"term":"datum","frequency":3186,"tf_idf":null,"sentiment":0.23469387755102042},{"term":"year","frequency":219
1,"tf_idf":null,"sentiment":0.6966067864271457},{"term":"percent","frequency":2170,"tf_idf":null,"sentiment":0.711538461538461
6},{"term":"government","frequency":1271,"tf_idf":null,"sentiment":0.6579925650557621},{"term":"people","frequency":1173,"tf_i
df":null,"sentiment":0.6845878136200717},{"term":"company","frequency":1060,"tf_idf":null,"sentiment":0.63}] 
} 

 

3.2.6.3 Get term frequencies list 

Description It returns the term frequencies related to a list of models (domain, policy) grouped by term and 

ordered by frequency. 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/termFrequenciesList  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

A list of frequency inputs as defined in 3.2.6.2 

E.g. 

[ 

{ 

  "category": { 

   "modelType": "policy", 

   "modelID": 32 

  }, 

  "demography": { 

   "age": { 

    "min": 12, 

    "max": 50 

   } 

  }, 

  "timespan": { 

   "begin": "2013-01-03", 

   "end": "2015-01-01" 

  }, 

   "languageCode": "en", 

  "termsLimit": 100 

    }, 

{ 

  "category": { 

   "modelType": "policy", 

   "modelID": 33 

  }, 

  "demography": { 

   "age": { 

    "min": 12, 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/termFrequenciesList%20s
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    "max": 50 

   } 

  }, 

  "timespan": { 

   "begin": "2013-01-03", 

   "end": "2015-01-01" 

  }, 

   "languageCode": "en", 

  "termsLimit": 100 

}    

] 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

A list of frequency outputs as defined in 3.2.6.2 

 
E.g.  

[{ 

"frequencies":[{"term":"datum","frequency":3186,"tf_idf":null,"sentiment":0.23469387755102042},{"term":"year","freq

uency":2191,"tf_idf":null,"sentiment":0.6966067864271457},{"term":"percent","frequency":2170,"tf_idf":null,"sentimen

t":0.7115384615384616},{"term":"government","frequency":1271,"tf_idf":null,"sentiment":0.6579925650557621},{"ter

m":"people","frequency":1173,"tf_idf":null,"sentiment":0.6845878136200717},{"term":"company","frequency":1060,"tf_

idf":null,"sentiment":0.63}] errorMessage":""}, 

{"frequencies":[],"errorMessage":""} 

 
] 

 

3.2.6.4 Get database info 

Description It returns the different demographic values and statistics. 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization /dbInfo 

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

languageCode String, optional, Query parameter The language of the all labels returned. 

Possible values “en”, “el”, “de”. Default 

language is English 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

 

sources List of Strings A list of source types, from which the results 

should have derived, acting as filter. Returned 

values are “Facebook”, “Twitter”, “Blogspot”, 

“RSS blogs”, “RSS news”, “Google Plus”, 

“Bing”, “YouTube”, “Webpages” 

modelTypes List of Strings The available model types. Returned values 

are “domain”, “policy”, “entity”, “norm”, 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization%20/dbInfo
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“argument” 

education List of Strings The available education levels in the system. 

Returned values are “No College”, “College”, 

“Some College”, “Graduate School” 

gender List of Strings The available genders of the people posting 

the content crawled. Returned values are 

“Male”, “Female” 

region_name List of Strings The area codes of the content crawled. Some 

possible values are “GR, DE, EN, ES, FR” etc 

geonames_id List of Strings The ids of the areas of the content crawled.  

age Object  

 min Integer The lowest available age monitored in the 

system (18) 

 max Integer The highest available age monitored in the 

system (65) 

timespan Object  

 begin Date The min date of all the content crawled. 

 end Date The max date of all the content crawled. 

segStats Object  

 totalSegments Long The total number of segments crawled 

 minID Long The min db id of the segments crawled 

 maxID Long The max db id of the segments crawled 

documents Long The total number of documents retrieved 

 

3.2.6.5 Get group info 

Description It returns the number of segments and the average sentiment of a domain/ policy/ entity/ 

norm/ argument. In the case of policy or norm it calculates the total number of segments and 

the average sentiment of the whole hierarchy. 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization /groupInfo 

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

languageCode String, required The language of the crawled content. 

Possible values “en”, “el”, “de” 

sources List of Strings, optional A list of source types, from which the results 

should have derived, acting as filter. Possible 

values “Facebook”, “Twitter”, “Blogspot”, 

“RSS blogs”, “RSS news”, “Google Plus”, 

“Bing”, “YouTube”, “Webpages” 

category Object, required - 

 modelType String, required The type of the model for which the 

sentiment will be calculated. Possible values 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization%20/groupInfo
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“domain”, “policy”, “entity”, “norm”, 

“argument” 

 modelID Long, required The id of the model of which we want the 

sentiment. 

demography Object, optional  

 education List of Strings, optional The education level of the people posting the 

content crawled. Possible values “No 

College”, “College”, “Some College”, 

“Graduate School” 

 gender List of Strings, optional The gender of the people posting the content 

crawled. Possible values “Male”, “Female” 

 region_name List of Strings, optional The area codes of the content crawled. Some 

possible values are “GR, DE, EN, ES, FR” etc 

 Age Object, optional  

 min Integer, optional The min age of the people posting the 

content crawled 

 max Integer, optional The max age of the people posting the 

content crawled 

timespan Object, optional  

 begin Date, optional The date after which the posting date of the 

content crawled should be. 

 end Date, optional The date before of which the posting date of 

the content crawled should be. 

sentimentRange Object, optional  

 minSign String, optional The lower boundary of the sentiment search. 

Only segments with higher (or equal) 

sentiment values will be taken into account in 

the calculation. Possible values are “<”, or 

“<=”  

 maxSign String, optional The higher boundary of the sentiment search. 

Only segments with lower (or equal) 

sentiment values will be taken into account in 

the calculation.  Possible values  “>” or “>=” 

 minBound float, required The lower boundary sentiment value 

 maxBound float, required The higher boundary sentiment value 

E.g. 

{ 

  "category": { 

   "modelType": "policy", 

   "modelID": 32 

  }, 

  "demography": { 

   "age": { 
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    "min": 12, 

    "max": 50 

   }, 

                    "education": ["No College", "College"], 

                  “genders”:[“Male”], 

       "region_name": ["EN", "GR", "UK"] 

  }, 

  "timespan": { 

   "begin": "2013-01-03", 

   "end": "2015-01-01" 

  }, 

             "sentimentRange":{ 

                         "minSign":">=", 

                         "minBound": -1.5, 

                         "maxSign": "<=", 

                         "maxBound": 0.7 

                }, 

             "sources": ["Facebook", "Twitter"], 

  "languageCode": "en" 

    } 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

 

errorMessage String Not empty in case that an error has occurred 

while processing the request. 

groupInfo Object  

 numberOfSegments String The total number of segments found for the 

requested model 

 sentiment Double The average sentiment of the segments 

found about the requested model 

 

{"groupInfo":{"numberOfSegments":18705,"sentiment":0.11616667868727547}} 

 

 

3.2.6.6 Get group info list 

Description It returns the total number of segments and the average sentiment for every domain/ policy/ entity/ 

norm/ argument defined in a list. In the case of policy or norm it calculates the total number of 

segments and the average sentiment of the whole hierarchy. 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/groupInfoList 

Input application/json,  application/xml 

A list of group info inputs as defined in 3.2.6.5 

E.g. 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/groupInfoList
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[ 

{ 

  "category": { 

   "modelType": "policy", 

   "modelID": 32 

  }, 

  "demography": { 

   "age": { 

    "min": 12, 

    "max": 50 

   } 

  }, 

  "timespan": { 

   "begin": "2013-01-03", 

   "end": "2015-01-01" 

  }, 

   "languageCode": "el" 

    }, 

{ 

  "category": { 

   "modelType": "policy", 

   "modelID": 33 

  }, 

  "demography": { 

   "age": { 

    "min": 12, 

    "max": 50 

   } 

  }, 

  "timespan": { 

   "begin": "2013-01-03", 

   "end": "2015-01-01" 

  }, 

   "languageCode": "en" 

}    

] 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

A list of group info outputs as defined in 3.2.6.5 

 

3.2.6.7 Get segments 

Description It returns the segments found for a model (domain, policy, norm, argument, entity) 
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Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/segments 

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

languageCode String, required The language of the model’s node. Possible values 

“en”, “el”, “de”. Default value is English 

sources List of Strings, optional A list of source types, from which the results should 

have derived, acting as filter. Possible values 

“Facebook”, “Twitter”, “Blogspot”, “RSS blogs”, 

“RSS news”, “Google Plus”, “Bing”, “YouTube”, 

“Webpages” 

terms List of Strings, optional A list of terms that the segments returned must 

contain (at least one of them) 

limit Integer, optional The number of the max number of segments 

returned 

documents List of Longs, optional A list of document ids in which the search will be 

performed 

category Object, optional - 

 modelType String, optional The type of the model for which we want segments. 

Possible values “domain”, “policy”, “entity”, 

“norm”, “argument”. If omitted all segments will be 

returned 

 modelID Long, optional The id of the model of which we want the 

segments. If omitted all segments of the same 

model type will be returned 

demography Object, optional  

 education List of Strings, optional The education level of the people posting the 

content crawled. Possible values “No College”, 

“College”, “Some College”, “Graduate School” 

 gender List of Strings, optional The gender of the people posting the content 

crawled. Possible values “Male”, “Female” 

 region_name List of Strings, optional The area codes of the content crawled. Some 

possible values are “GR, DE, EN, ES, FR” etc 

 Age Object, optional  

 min Integer, optional The min age of the people posting the content 

crawled 

 max Integer, optional The max age of the people posting the content 

crawled 

timespan Object, optional  

 begin Date, optional The date after which the posting date of the 

content crawled should be. 

 end Date, optional The date before of which the posting date of the 

content crawled should be. 

E.g. 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/segments
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{ 

  "category": { 

   "modelType": "policy", 

   "modelID": 32 

  }, 

  "demography": { 

   "age": { 

    "min": 12, 

    "max": 50 

   }, 

                    "education": ["No College", "College"], 

                  “genders”:[“Male”], 

       "region_name": ["EN", "GR", "UK"] 

  }, 

  "timespan": { 

   "begin": "2013-01-03", 

   "end": "2015-01-01" 

  }, 

             "terms": ["average","winner"], 

             "sources": ["Facebook", "Twitter"], 

             "documents": ["12303", "21203"], 

  "languageCode": "en", 

  "termsLimit": 100 

    } 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

 

errorMessage String Not empty in case that an error has occurred while 

processing the request. 

segments List of NodeSegment objects  

 id Long The db id of the segment 

 text String The cleaned full text of the document where the 

segment is 

 source String The source type of the document where the 

segment is 

 sentiment Double The sentiment of the document where the segment 

is 

 documentID Long The id of the document where the segment is 

 documentUrl String The url of the document where the segment is 

 startIndex Integer The position in the document’s text where the 

segment starts 

 endIndex Integer The position in the document’s text where the 
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segment ends 

 
E.g. 
 
{"segments":[{"id":507969,"text":"July 30-August 1, 2012\nOrganizers:\nKarim Lakhani, Carliss Baldwin, Stefan Thomke, Benjamin 
Mako Hill, and Eric von Hippel\nTalk Details (Day 2)\nPresenter: Oliver Alexy (Imperial College Business School)\nCoauthors: 
Paola Criscuolo, Ammon Salter\nPlenary Group: Crowdsourcing - Group III\nPlenary Order: 1\nAbstract:\nExisting academic and 
popular literature suggests that unsolicited ideas, the non-contractual and voluntary submission of innovation-related information 
from external sources to the firm, offer the promise of a bountiful and low-cost tool to sustain and extend firms’ R&D efforts. Yet, in 
practice, many organizations find it difficult to deal with unsolicited ideas because of high quantity, low quality and transfer of IP 
ownership of the submitted ideas. Using a multi-method approach, we identify a range of practices that allow organizations to meet 
these challenges and therefore realize some of the potential of unsolicited ideas for R&D.\nCompeting with friends: A field study of 
community-based competitions at Threadless and Local Motors\nPresenter: Benedikt Langner (University of Oxford)\nCoauthors: 
","sentiment":null,"source":"bing_result","documentID":87721,"documentUrl":"http://userinnovation.mit.edu/conf2012/day_2_talks.ht
ml","startIndex":769,"endIndex":1308}],"errorMessage":""} 
 

 

3.2.6.8 Get policies by domain 

Description It returns all the policies, public and/or defined user ones, that have a relation with the given domain 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/policiesByDomain 

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

languageCode String, required The language of the model’s node. Possible 

values “en”, “el”, “de”. Default value is 

English 

userID Long, required The id of the user whose policies we want to 

include to the result  

sources List of Strings, optional A list of source types, from which the results 

related to the returned policies need to have 

derived, acting as filter. Possible values 

“Facebook”, “Twitter”, “Blogspot”, “RSS 

blogs”, “RSS news”, “Google Plus”, “Bing”, 

“YouTube”, “Webpages” 

category Object, required - 

 modelID Long, required The id of the domain that needs to be related 

with the policies returned. 

demography Object, optional  

 education List of Strings, optional The education level of the people posting the 

content crawled related to the policies 

returned. Possible values “No College”, 

“College”, “Some College”, “Graduate 

School” 

 gender List of Strings, optional The gender of the people posting the content 

crawled related to the policies returned. 

Possible values “Male”, “Female” 

 region_name List of Strings, optional The area codes of the content crawled 

related to the policies returned. Some 

possible values are “GR, DE, EN, ES, FR” etc 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/policiesByDomain
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 Age Object, optional  

 min Integer, optional The min age of the people posting the 

content crawled related to the policies 

returned 

 max Integer, optional The max age of the people posting the 

content crawled related to the policies 

returned 

timespan Object, optional  

 begin Date, optional The date after which the posting date of the 

content crawled related to the policies 

returned should be. 

 end Date, optional The date before of which the posting date of 

the content crawled related to the policies 

returned should be. 

E.g. 

{ 

  "category": { 

   "modelID": 5 

  }, 

  "demography": { 

   "age": { 

    "min": 12, 

    "max": 50 

   }, 

                    "education": ["No College", "College"], 

                  “genders”:[“Male”], 

       "region_name": ["EN", "GR", "UK"] 

  }, 

  "timespan": { 

   "begin": "2013-01-03", 

   "end": "2015-01-01" 

  }, 

             "sources": ["Facebook", "Twitter"], 

  "languageCode": "en", 

            “userID”: 10158 

    } 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

 

errorMessage String Not empty in case that an error has occurred 

while processing the request. 

response List of Model objects  

 id Long The db id of the policy model 
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 name String The title of the policy in the language 

provided 

 owner BigInteger The liferay id of the user created the policy 

 
E.g. 
 
{"errorMessage":"","response":[{"name":"European declaration of immunotherapy as an effective, long-lasting and cost-benefit 
treatment for allergy diseases and quality of life promotions","id":4,"owner":10}]} 
 

 

3.2.6.9 Add user feedback 

Description It allows the addition of user feedback regarding the arguments found 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/userFeedback 

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

userID Long, required The liferay id of the user that makes the 

comment 

feedback String, optional The user’s feedback about the argument 

found. In the case of “sentimentValidation” 

the possible values are “positive”, 

“negative”,”neutral”. In the case of 

“argumentValidation” the possible value is 

“wrong” 

feedbackType String, required The type of feedback. Possible values 

“sentimentValidation” in case the feedback is 

about the argument’s sentiment or 

“argumentValidation” in case the argument 

found is not an argument 

segmentID Long, required The id of the segment (argument) for which 

the feedback is provided. 

E.g. 

{ 

"userID" : 10158, 

"feedback" : "positive", 

"feedbackType" : "sentimentValidation", 

"segmentID" : 410242 

} 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

 

response String A Boolean string indicating if the addition 

was done successfully or not 

 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/visualization/userFeedback
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3.2.6.10 Get Orchestrator Data 

Description It returns all the user’s models and their status regarding the processing phase, indicating also the 

model’s validity. 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/getOrchestratorData  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

owner Long, required, Query parameter The liferay id of the user whose 

orchestrator data we want 

languageCode String, optional, Query parameter The language of the model labels 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

 

errorMessage String Not empty in case that an error has 

occurred while processing the request. 

crawlingList List of OrchestratorData objects  

 modelID Long The db id of the model 

 modelType String The type of the model. Possible values 

“domain”, “policy” 

 modelName String The title of the model in the requested 

language  

 crawlingData List of CrawlingStatusData  

 languageCode String The language of the analysis process. 

Possible values “en”, ”el”, ”de” 

 currentStep Integer The current step of the analysis process. 

Initial value when the orchestrator 

receives the analysis request Is 1.  

 totalSteps Integer The total steps required to finish the 

analysis for the model 

 progress String The % of the processing done 

 startDate Date The date of the request for analysis  

 endDate Date The date the analysis process finished 

 valid boolean Indicates if the model is valid for 

processing or not 

 validityStr String An explanation why the model is not 

valid 

e.g. 

 

{ 
"errorMsg":"","crawlingList":[{"modelID":5,"modelType":"domain","modelName":"","crawlingData":[{"languageCode":"de","current
Step":1,"totalSteps":8,"progress":"12.50","startDate":null,"endDate":null},{"languageCode":"el","currentStep":1,"totalSteps":8,"pro
gress":"12.50","startDate":null,"endDate":null},{"languageCode":"en","currentStep":0,"totalSteps":1,"progress":"0.00","startDate":
null,"endDate":null}],"valid":true,"validityStr":""},{"modelID":85,"modelType":"domain","modelName":"social 
security","crawlingData":[{"languageCode":"de","currentStep":0,"totalSteps":1,"progress":"0.00","startDate":null,"endDate":null},{"

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/getOrchestratorData
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languageCode":"el","currentStep":0,"totalSteps":1,"progress":"0.00","startDate":null,"endDate":null}] 
} 
 

 

3.2.6.11 Get user sources 

Description It returns all distinct sources for a given user and source type 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/getUserSources  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

userID Long, required, Query parameter The liferay id of the user whose 

sources we want 

sourceTypeID Integer, required, Query parameter The db id of the source type 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

 

errorMsg String Not empty in case that an error 

has occurred while processing the 

request. 

sourcesResponse List of sources objects  

 id Long The db id of the source 

 url String The url of the source 

e.g. 

 

{"errorMsg":"","sources":[{"id":1,"url":"http://www.protothema.gr/rss/news/general/"},{"id":3,"url":"http://rss.in.gr/feed/news/gre
ece/"},{"id":4,"url":"http://news247.gr/eidiseis/politiki/?widget=rssfeed&view=feed&contentId=5328"},{"id":6,"url":"http://www.n
ewsbeast.gr/feeds/home"},{"id":7,"url":"http://www.defencenet.gr/defence/?q=rss.xml"},{"id":8,"url":"http://www.enikos.gr/feeds
/content_latest.xml"},{"id":11,"url":"http://www.tovima.gr/feed/politics/"},{"id":12,"url":"http://www.naftemporiki.gr/rssFeed"},{"i
d":14,"url":"http://feeds.feedburner.com/skai/Uulu?format=xml"},{"id":17,"url":"http://www.tanea.gr/rss.axd?pgid=1"},{"id":18,"u
rl":"http://parapolitika.gr/rss?containerid=15"},{"id":19,"url":"http://www.real.gr/Rss.aspx?pid=143"},{"id":20,"url":"http://www.ko
utipandoras.gr/feed"},{"id":22,"url":"http://feeds.feedburner.com/toxwnigr?format=xml"},{"id":45,"url":"http://www.antinews.gr/f
eed/"},{"id":46,"url":"http://olympia.gr/feed/"},{"id":49,"url":"http://kourdistoportocali.com/feeds/xml/latest.xml"},{"id":51,"url":"h
ttp://www.results-elections2014.eu/xml/rss.xml"}]} 
  

 

3.2.6.12 Get sources 

Description It returns all the user’s sources for a given source type and model 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/getSources  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

modelID Long, required, Query parameter The db id of the model which sources we 

want 

modelType String, optional, Query parameter The type of the model which sources we want 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/getUserSources
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/getSources
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sourceTypeID Long, required, Query parameter The db id of the source type for which we 

want the sources info 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

Same as 3.2.6.11 

 

3.2.6.13 Add user source 

Description It adds a user source url for a given source type and model 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/addUserSource  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

modelID Long, required, Query parameter The db id of the model which sources we 

want 

modelType String, optional, Query parameter The type of the model which sources we want 

sourceTypeID Long, required, Query parameter The db id of the source type for which we 

want the sources info 

sourceUrl String, required, Query parameter The url of the source 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String A Boolean indicating of the addition was 

done successfully  

 

3.2.6.14 Delete user source 

Description It deletes a user source url 

Method DELETE 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/deleteUserSource  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

sourceID Long, required, Query parameter The db id of the source we want to delete 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String A Boolean indicating of the deletion was 

done successfully  

 

3.2.6.15 Update user source 

Description It updates a user source url 

Method PUT 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/updateUserSource  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/addUserSource
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/deleteUserSource
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/orchestrator/updateUserSource
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sourceID Long, required, Query parameter The db id of the source we want to update 

sourceUrl String, required, Query parameter The new url of the source 

 

Output  application/json,  application/xml 

response String A Boolean indicating of the update was done 

successfully  

 

3.2.6.16 Get languages 

Description It returns the languages supported by the system (Greek, English, German) 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring /getLanguages 

Input application/json,  application/xml 

- 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

languageMins A list of LanguageMin objects -  

 id Integer The db id of the supported language  

 languageCode String  The iso code of the language. Possible 

values “en”,”el”,”de” 

E.g. 
 
[{"depiction":null,"id":1,"languageCode":"el"},{"depiction":null,"id":2,"languageCode":"en"},{"depiction":null,"id":3,"languageCode"
:"de"}] 
 

 

3.2.6.17 Get user settings 

Description It returns the user settings about model language, instructions, etc 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getUserSettings  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

userD Long, required, Query parameter The liferay id of the user whose settings we 

want to retrieve 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

userSetting Object  

 tips boolean Indicates if instruction tips will be displayed 

or not 

 modellanguageCode String The language of the models 

 completionWarning boolean Indicates if the completion warning will be 

displayed 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring%20/getLanguages
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getUserSettings
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 voiceCommands boolean Indicates if the voice commands will be 

active or not 

E.g. 
 
{"tips":true,"voiceHelp":true,"voiceCommands":true,"modelLanguageCode":"en","completionWarning":false} 
 

 

3.2.6.18 Add user settings 

Description It adds the user settings in case the user is new in the system 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/addUserSettings  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

userD Long, required, Query parameter The liferay id of the user whose settings we 

want to retrieve 

UserSetting Object  

tips boolean Indicates if instruction tips will be displayed 

or not 

modellanguageCode String The language of the models 

completionWarning boolean Indicates if the completion warning will be 

displayed 

voiceCommands boolean Indicates if the voice commands will be 

active or not 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the addition was 

finished successfully 

 

3.2.6.19 Update user settings 

Description It updates the user settings 

Method PUT 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/updateUserSettings  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

userD Long, required, Query parameter The liferay id of the user whose settings we 

want to retrieve 

UserSetting Object  

tips boolean Indicates if instruction tips will be displayed 

or not 

modellanguageCode String The language of the models 

completionWarning boolean Indicates if the completion warning will be 

displayed 

voiceCommands boolean Indicates if the voice commands will be 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/addUserSettings
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/updateUserSettings
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active or not 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the update was 

finished successfully 

 

3.2.6.20 Add user activity 

Description It keeps track of some of the users actions like addition/deletion of a node, connection of nodes etc for 

analysis and system enhancements 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/addUserActivity   

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

UserActivity Object  

userD Long, required The liferay id of the user that we monitor 

actionType String, required The action type. E.g. “Public node copy”, 

”New node addition”, “Node update” etc 

description String, required A description about the action e.g 

“Connecting entity 12 with entity 32 in 

domain 5” 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the addition was 

finished successfully 

 

3.2.6.21 Get Argument Types 

Description It returns the argument types of the system (i.e. Negative, Positive, Neutral) 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getArgumentTypes  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

- 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

argumentTypeMins A list of ArgumentTypeMin objects  

 id Integer The db id of the argument 

 value String The title of the argument. Possible values 

“negative”, “positive”, “neutral”  

E.g.  
 
[{"id":2,"value":"Negative"},{"id":3,"value":"Neutral"},{"id":4,"value":"Positive"}] 
 

 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/addUserActivity
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getArgumentTypes
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3.2.6.22 Get Model Graph 

Description It returns the graph representation of a given model 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getModelGraph  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

id Long, required, Query parameter The model id 

languageCode String, required, Query parameter The language of the models 

type String, required, Query parameter The type of the models to retrieve. 

Possible values “domain”, “policy” 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

modelGraph Object  

 nodes A list of ModelNodes objects The list of all the model’s nodes  

 attr Object  

 nodeID Long The db id of the node 

 type String The type of the node. Possible values 

“policy”, “domain”, “norm”, “entity”, 

“argument” 

 access_level Integer The access level of the model. 0 for 

private model, 1 for public 

 data Object  

 id Long The db id of the node 

 title String The title of the node 

 uri String The unique uri of the node 

 translations HashMap<String, String> The translations of the node’s title in 

pairs <languageCode, translated title> 

 owner BigInteger The liferay id of the model’s owner 

 argumentTypeID  The db id of the argument type of the 

node in case the node is an argument 

 children List of Strings A list of the complex ids of all the nodes 

connected to the current node 

E.g. 

{"nodes":[{"attr":{"nodeID":5,"type":"domain","access_level":0},"data":{"id":5,"title":"","uri":"http://nomad/domain#alergy","depic
tion":null,"translations":{"de":" ","el":" 
αλλεργια","en":""},"owner":10158,"access_level":0,"argumentTypeID":null},"children":["entity_83","entity_96","entity_108","entity
_112","entity_117","entity_3005","entity_3006"]},{"attr":{"nodeID":83,"type":"entity","access_level":0},"data":{"id":83,"title":"Aller
gy Treatment & Immunotherapy 
Declaration","uri":"http://nomad/entity/","depiction":null,"translations":{"de":"","el":"","en":"Allergy Treatment & Immunotherapy 
Declaration"},"owner":null,"access_level":0,"argumentTypeID":null},"children":["entity_84","entity_85"]} 
 

 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getModelGraph
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3.2.6.23 Get User Model Graphs 

Description It returns all the model graphs of a given user 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getUserModelGraphs   

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

owner Long, required, Query parameter The liferay id of the user whose models 

we want to retrieve 

languageCode String, required, Query parameter The language of the models 

type String, required, Query parameter The type of the models to retrieve. 

Possible values “domain”, “policy” 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

modelGraphs A list of ModelGraph objects  

 nodes A list of ModelNodes objects The list of all the model’s nodes  

 attr Object  

 nodeID Long The db id of the node 

 type String The type of the node. Possible values 

“policy”, “domain”, “norm”, “entity”, 

“argument” 

 access_level Integer The access level of the model. 0 for 

private model, 1 for public 

 data Object  

 id Long The db id of the node 

 title String The title of the node 

 uri String The unique uri of the node 

 translations HashMap<String, String> The translations of the node’s title in 

pairs <languageCode, translated title> 

 owner BigInteger The liferay id of the model’s owner 

 argumentTypeID  The db id of the argument type of the 

node in case the node is an argument 

 children List of Strings A list of the complex ids of all the nodes 

connected to the current node 

E.g. 

[{"nodes":[{"attr":{"nodeID":5,"type":"domain","access_level":0},"data":{"id":5,"title":"","uri":"http://nomad/domain#alergy","depi
ction":null,"translations":{"de":" ","el":" 
αλλεργια","en":""},"owner":10158,"access_level":0,"argumentTypeID":null},"children":["entity_83","entity_96","entity_108","entity
_112","entity_117","entity_3005","entity_3006"]},{"attr":{"nodeID":83,"type":"entity","access_level":0},"data":{"id":83,"title":"Aller
gy Treatment & Immunotherapy 
Declaration","uri":"http://nomad/entity/","depiction":null,"translations":{"de":"","el":"","en":"Allergy Treatment & Immunotherapy 
Declaration"},"owner":null,"access_level":0,"argumentTypeID":null},"children":["entity_84","entity_85"]}] 
 

 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getUserModelGraphs
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3.2.6.24 Get Public Model Graphs 

Description It returns all the model graphs of a given user 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getPublicModelGraphs   

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

owner Long, required, Query parameter The liferay id of the user. The models 

returned will be all the public ones that 

don’t belong to this user 

languageCode String, required, Query parameter The language of the models 

type String, required, Query parameter The type of the models to retrieve. 

Possible values “domain”, “policy” 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

Same as 3.2.6.23 

 

3.2.6.25 Add model node 

Description It adds a newly created node of a given model to the system 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/addModelNode  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

parentID Long, required, Query parameter The db id of the parent node of the 

node to be added 

parentType String, required, Query parameter The type of the parent node of the node 

to be added. 

node ModelNode Object As in 3.2.6.23 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

3.2.6.26 response 
String The db id of the new node  

 

3.2.6.27 Delete model node 

Description It deletes a model node 

Method DELETE 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/deleteModelNode  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

modelID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the node to be deleted 

modelType String, required, Query parameter The type of the node to be deleted 

 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getPublicModelGraph
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/addModelNode
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/deleteModelNode
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Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the deletion 

was finished successfully  

 

3.2.6.28 Update model node 

Description It updates the data of a model node 

Method PUT 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/updateModelNode  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

node ModelNode Object As in 3.2.6.23 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the update 

was finished successfully  

 

3.2.6.29 Connect nodes 

Description It creates a connection between two nodes of a model’s graph 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/connectNodes  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

sourceID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the first node to be connected 

sourceType String, required, Query parameter The type of the first node to be 

connected 

targetID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the second node to be 

connected 

targetType String, required, Query parameter The type of the second node to be 

connected 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the 

connection was done successfully  

 

3.2.6.30 Disconnect nodes 

Description It deletes a connection between two nodes of a model’s graph 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/disconnectNodes  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/updateModelNode
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/connectNodes
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/disconnectNodes
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sourceID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the first node to be 

disconnected 

sourceType String, required, Query parameter The type of the first node to be 

disconnected 

targetID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the second node to be 

disconnected 

targetType String, required, Query parameter The type of the second node to be 

disconnected 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the 

connection was done successfully  

 

 

3.2.6.31 Unrelate entity 

Description It deletes a connection between an argument or norm and an entity. This is a special case for policy 

entities 

Method PUT 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/unrelateEntity  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

entityID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the entity node to be 

disconnected 

nodeType String, required, Query parameter The type of the node to be disconnected 

nodetID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the node to be disconnected 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the deletion 

was done successfully  

 

 

3.2.6.32 Get extracted arguments 

Description It returns the arguments found from the analysis process of a given policy 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getExtractedArguments  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

policyID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the policy for which we want 

to retrieve arguments found by the 

process 

languageCode String, required, Query parameter The language of the arguments 

returned 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/unrelateEntity
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getExtractedArguments
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limit Long, required, Query parameter A limit for the number of the arguments 

returned 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

extractedArgumentsResponse Object  

errorMessage String Not empty in case that an error has 

occurred while processing the request. 

arguments List of ExtractedArgument objects  

 id Long The id of the argument found 

 text String The text of the argument found in the 

language given. 

{ 
    "arguments": [{ 
        "id": 773, 
        "text": "We see business as a Force for Good" 
}] 
   "errorMessage": "" 
} 

 

 

3.2.6.33 Delete extracted argument 

Description It deactivates an argument found so that it won’t be presented to the user again 

Method DELETE 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/deleteExtractedArgument  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

extractedArgID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the argument found to delete 

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the deletion 

was done successfully  

 

3.2.6.34 Get new terms 

Description It returns the new terms found for a given model.   

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getNewTerms  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

domainID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the domain for which we want 

to retrieve terms found by the process 

languageCode String, required, Query parameter The language of the terms returned 

limit Long, required, Query parameter A limit for the number of the terms 

returned 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/deleteExtractedArgument
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/getNewTerms
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Output application/json,  application/xml 

termsResponse Object  

errorMessage String Not empty in case that an error has 

occurred while processing the request. 

terms List of Term objects  

 title String The text of the term found in the 

language given. 

 frequency Long The frequency the term appears in all 

the processed documents related to the 

given domain 

E.g. 
 
{ 
   "terms": [{ 
        "title": "datum", 
        "frequency": 5057 
    }, { 
        "title": "open", 
        "frequency": 3462 
    }, { 
        "title": "government", 
        "frequency": 982 

3.2.6.34.1.1.1.1     }] 
} 
 

 
 

3.2.6.35 Delete terms 

Description It deactivates a new term found so that it won’t be presented to the user again. 

Method DELETE 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/deleteTerms  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

termTitle String, required, Query parameter The title of the term to be deleted. The 

same term may have appeared many 

times for the same model, so the title is 

used instead of the id. 

domainID Long, required, Query parameter The id of the domain for which we want 

to delete new terms  

languageCode String, required, Query parameter The language of the terms  

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String Boolean string indicating if the deletion 

was done successfully  

 

 

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/deleteTerms
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3.2.6.36 Copy Policy Node 

Description It copies a policy node from one policy to another 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/copyPolicyNode  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

PolicyNodeRequest Object  

nodeID Long, required The db id of the node to be copied 

nodeType String, required The type of the node to be copied 

parentID String, required The db id of the node which the copied node 

will be connected to 

parentType String, required The type of the node which the copied node 

will be connected to 

propagateAction Boolean, required Indicates if the copy action will be 

continued to the lower levels as well. E.g if 

the copied node is a norm and the 

propagateAction is true, then the norm and 

the arguments and entities connected to 

this norm will also be copied  

   

 

Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String The new id of the copied node 

 

 

3.2.6.37 Copy Domain Entity 

Description It copies a domain entity to another domain or policy 

Method POST 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/copyDomainEntity  

Input application/json,  application/xml 

 

EntityRequest Object  

entityID Long, required The db id of the entity to be copied 

newParentEntityID String, required The type of the entity the copied node to be 

connected. If this is zero, the copied entity is 

connected to the domain 

newDomainID String, required The db id of the domain the copied entity 

will be added to 

propagateAction Boolean, required Indicates if the copy action will be 

continued to the lower levels as well, that 

is, if all entities connected to the copied one 

will be copied too.  

   

http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/copyPolicyNode
http://nomad.atc.gr/nomadGraphWS/services/authoring/copyDomainEntity
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Output application/json,  application/xml 

response String The new id of the copied node 

 

3.2.6.38 getTerms 

Descrip

tion 

Returns the terms and their respective frequencies concerning a specific model 

Metho

d 

GET 

Endpoi

nt 

http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getTerms&model_type=policy|norm&m

odel_id=XXX&lang_id=1|2|3&owner_data=true|false 

Input None 

Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

    { 

        "total_freq":438470.0, 

        "term_string":"energy" 

    }, 

    { 

        "total_freq":95957.0, 

        "term_string":"renewable" 

    }, 

..., 

    { 

        "total_freq":68885.0, 

        "term_string":"storage" 

    }, 

    { 

        "total_freq":20716.0, 

        "term_string":"fossil fuel" 

    } 

] 

 

3.2.6.39 getDiscoveredTerms 

Descripti

on 

Returns the discovered terms and their respective frequencies concerning a specific domain model. The 

discovered terms reflect the terms that are frequent in a discussion, and not related to any model entities. 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getDiscoveredTerms&domain_id=XX

&lang_id=1|2|3 

Input None 

http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getTerms&model_type=policy|norm&model_id=XXX&lang_id=1|2|3&owner_data=true|false
http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getTerms&model_type=policy|norm&model_id=XXX&lang_id=1|2|3&owner_data=true|false
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Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

    { 

        "total_term_frequency":1373.0, 

        "term_string":"reduce" 

    }, 

    { 

        "total_term_frequency":552.0, 

        "term_string":"immunotherapy" 

    }, 

..., 

    { 

        "total_term_frequency":491.0, 

        "term_string":"phase" 

    } 

] 

3.2.6.40 getDomainSizes 

Description Returns the domains and their sizes, in respect to entities related to them. 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getDomainSizes 

Input None 

Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

    { 

        "language_id":3, 

        "domain_id":4, 

        "domain_size":12, 

        "canonical_string":" " 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "domain_id":4, 

        "domain_size":12, 

        "canonical_string":"Energy" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":1, 

        "domain_id":4, 

        "domain_size":12, 
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        "canonical_string":"Ενέργεια" 

    },..., 

    { 

        "language_id":1, 

        "domain_id":5, 

        "domain_size":53, 

        "canonical_string":" " 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":3, 

        "domain_id":5, 

        "domain_size":53, 

        "canonical_string":" " 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "domain_id":5, 

        "domain_size":53, 

        "canonical_string":"Allergy" 

    } 

    ] 

3.2.6.41 getPolicyIDsPerDomainID 

Descriptio

n 

Returns the policies that are connected to a domain 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getPolicyIDsPerDomainID&domain_i

d=XX 

Input None 

Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

    { 

        "domain_id":18, 

        "policy_id":9 

    }, 

    { 

        "domain_id":18, 

        "policy_id":32 

    }, 

..., 

    { 
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        "domain_id":18, 

        "policy_id":105 

    }, 

    { 

        "domain_id":18, 

        "policy_id":132 

    }, 

    { 

        "domain_id":18, 

        "policy_id":133 

    }, 

    { 

        "domain_id":18, 

        "policy_id":144 

    } 

] 

3.2.6.42 getPolicySegmentCounts 

Description Returns  the amount of segments that each policy contains 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getPolicySegmentCounts 

Input None 

Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

    { 

        "language_id":1, 

        "policy_id":2, 

        "segment_count":16084, 

3.2.6.42.1.1.1.1         "canonical_string":"Mείωση Κατανάλωσης Πετρελαιωειδών" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "policy_id":2, 

        "segment_count":16084, 

        "canonical_string":"Reduction of Oil Consumption" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":3, 

        "policy_id":2, 

        "segment_count":16084, 
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        "canonical_string":"" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":1, 

        "policy_id":3, 

        "segment_count":135201, 

        "canonical_string":"Μείωση Εκπομπών Αερίων Θερμοκηπίων" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "policy_id":3, 

        "segment_count":135201, 

        "canonical_string":"Reduction of Carbon Emissions" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":3, 

        "policy_id":3, 

        "segment_count":135201, 

        "canonical_string":" " 

    } 

] 

3.2.6.43 getPolicySegmentCountsPerSourceType 

Descriptio

n 

Returns  the amount of segments for each source type that each policy contains 

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getPolicySegmentCountsPerSourceT

ype 

Input None 

Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

    { 

        "language_id":1, 

        "source_type":"bing_result", 

        "policy_id":2, 

        "segment_count":13767, 

        "canonical_string":"Mείωση Κατανάλωσης Πετρελαιωειδών" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "source_type":"bing_result", 
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        "policy_id":2, 

        "segment_count":13767, 

        "canonical_string":"Reduction of Oil Consumption" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":3, 

        "source_type":"bing_result", 

        "policy_id":2, 

        "segment_count":13767, 

        "canonical_string":"" 

    }, ...., 

] 

3.2.6.44 getNormIDsPerPolicyID 

Descriptio

n 

Returns  the norms that belong to a specified policy  

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getNormIDsPerPolicyID&policy_id=X

X 

Input None 

Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

   { 

        "norm_id":438, 

        "policy_id":106 

    }, 

..., 

    { 

        "norm_id":443, 

        "policy_id":106 

    }, 

    { 

        "norm_id":444, 

        "policy_id":106 

    }, 

    { 

        "norm_id":445, 

        "policy_id":106 

    }, 

    { 

        "norm_id":446, 
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        "policy_id":106 

    }, 

    { 

        "norm_id":447, 

        "policy_id":106 

    } 

] 

3.2.6.45 getNormSegmentCounts 

Description Returns  the amount of segments that have been extracted for norms  

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getNormSegmentCounts 

Input None 

Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

    { 

        "language_id":1, 

        "norm_id":3, 

        "segment_count":122590, 

3.2.6.45.1.1.1.1         "canonical_string":"Αύξηση Χρήσης Βιοκαυσίμων στο 30% - 35%" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "norm_id":3, 

        "segment_count":122590, 

        "canonical_string":"Increase Biofuel usage to 30% - 35%" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":1, 

        "norm_id":5, 

        "segment_count":442949, 

3.2.6.45.1.1.1.2         "canonical_string":"Ποσοστό Ηλεκτροπαραγωγής από ΑΠΕ 85% - 100%" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "norm_id":5, 

        "segment_count":442949, 

        "canonical_string":"Percentage of Electricity Production from Renewable Energy Sources 85% - 100%" 

    }, 

    { 
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        "language_id":1, 

        "norm_id":6, 

        "segment_count":10352, 

3.2.6.45.1.1.1.3         "canonical_string":"Συνολική Διείσδυση ΑΠΕ στην Τελική Κατανάλωση Ενέργειας 60% - 70%" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "norm_id":6, 

        "segment_count":10352, 

        "canonical_string":"Total of Renewable Energy Sources Penetration in Consumer-Level Energy Consumption 60% - 7-

%" 

    }, ..., 

] 

3.2.6.46 getNormSegmentCountsPerSourceType 

Descriptio

n 

Returns  the amount of segments for each different source type that have been extracted for norms  

Method GET 

Endpoint http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getNormSegmentCountsPerSourceT

ype 

Input None 

Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "norm_id":3, 

        "source_table":"bing_result", 

        "segment_count":120807, 

        "canonical_string":"Increase Biofuel usage to 30% - 35%" 

    }, 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "norm_id":3, 

        "source_table":"blogspot_post", 

        "segment_count":1172, 

        "canonical_string":"Increase Biofuel usage to 30% - 35%" 

    }, ... , 

    { 

        "language_id":2, 

        "norm_id":3, 

        "source_table":"blog_articles ", 
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        "segment_count":35, 

        "canonical_string":"Increase Biofuel usage to 30% - 35%" 

    } 

] 

3.2.6.47 getArguments 

Descrip

tion 

Returns  the arguments extracted for a specific policy or norm.  

Metho

d 

GET 

Endpoi

nt 

http://nomad.atc.gr:8080/NomadVizDataAPI/NomadVizDataAPI?cmd=getArguments&model_type=policy|nor

m&model_id=XXX&lang_id=XX&owner_data=true|false 

Input None 

Output text/json 

Example response: 

[ 

    { 

        "sentiment":-1.0, 

        "segment_id":2180004, 

        "argument_text":"Besides its contribution to electricity supply, which could be increased significantly in many 

countries, nuclear energy has the potential to broaden its market to non-electricity applications", 

        "lang_id":2, 

        "policy_id":106 

    }, 

    { 

        "sentiment":-1.0, 

        "segment_id":2181163, 

        "argument_text":"We believe that the full potential of distributed energy is likely to be achieved through integration 

with the overall power network", 

        "lang_id":2, 

        "policy_id":106 

    }, 

    { 

        "sentiment":-1.0, 

        "segment_id":2337393, 

        "argument_text":"Researchers estimate that increased investment in new wireless broadband networks will boost 

national income, [18] significantly expand GDP growth, [19] and create hundreds of thousands of new jobs", 

        "lang_id":2, 

        "policy_id":106 

    }, 

    { 

        "sentiment":-1.0, 

        "segment_id":2341583, 
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        "argument_text":"The combination of the two companies is consistent with global industry trends, where 

convergence of fixed and mobile networks, increasing content consumption growth, and continuing development of 

online applications are driving requirements for high bandwidth, fixed line networks and TV capabilities", 

        "lang_id":2, 

        "policy_id":106 

    } 

] 

 

3.3 Development of the Storage Layer 

3.3.1 The Persistency Component 

The Persistency Layer of the NOMAD platform maintains all the data access objects that link the core Web application 

with the NOMAD database. The Persistency Layer is based on Object-relational mapping (ORM). This is a programming 

technique for converting data between incompatible type systems in relational databases and object-oriented 

programming languages. This creates, in effect, a “virtual object database” that can be used from within the programming 

language [11]. For the specific ORM implementation the JPA framework [12] through Eclipse Link [13] has been used. 

The actual storage is based on the MySQL Community Server database [14]. This is considered to be the most popular 

object relational database system. The MySQL development project has made its source code available under the terms 

of the GNU General Public License, as well as under a variety of proprietary agreements. MySQL was owned and 

sponsored by a single for-profit firm, the Swedish company MySQL AB, now owned by Oracle Corporation. MySQL works 

on many different system platforms, including AIX, BSDi, FreeBSD, HP-UX, eComStation, i5/OS, IRIX, Linux, Mac OS X, 

Microsoft Windows, NetBSD, Novell NetWare, OpenBSD, OpenSolaris and others. It is a very mature system, very good 

documented and with a wealth of resources available. Many graphical interface applications for the management and 

administration of a MySQL database are available, both free and paid. Although MySQL was the database of choice for 

almost all open source projects, the acquisition of Sun by Oracle, which brought MySQL under Oracle's control, made 

many developers sceptical about using it in new projects. Oracle promised to continue supporting the database system 

and keep offering the community edition, but it is generally thought that a sudden policy change from Oracle's part is not 

to be excluded. Currently, the status of the terms of use for the MySQL Community Server fit to the needs of the NOMAD 

project. 

3.3.2 Overview of NOMAD Databases 

The NOMAD databases are populated with sufficient content by means of the NOMAD Crawler, which fetches data 

periodically from a variety of sources. The domain-related search queries are used from the crawler to acquire content 

over Bing, Facebook, Twitter, and various other web sources.  

The models used by NOMAD consist of: 

 Domains  

 Entities relevant to these domains 

 Norms defining relations between the entities, and 

 Arguments related to the defined norms.  

Each one of the above carries descriptive characteristics that are used by the Thematic Classifier in order to define the 

multidimensional keyword spaces required by the aforementioned NOMAD Crawler. 

The multidimensional keyword spaces produced by the analysis of the domain and policy models created by the users are 

therefore stored in the NOMAD databases in order to continuously be used by the NOMAD Crawler. 

The content that is stored in the NOMAD databases, as well as its schema, is properly described in the Deliverable 4.1: 

Data Acquisition and Management Module.  
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3.3.2.1 Database final updates 

During the development process and the continuous feedback that was acquired by the nomad users, several needs 

occurred that had to be met, and therefore some changes took place in the nomad storage schema in order to comply 

with the user requests. 

3.3.2.1.1 NOMAD Models repository updates 

A small addition took place in the models repository, in order to reflect models that were deleted by the user. A flag 

‘active’ was inserted in each model representation, reflecting whether it was of use or not. In the following figure, the 

final schema of the models repository is illustrated below:  

 

Figure 12: Final E-R Diagram of the NOMAD Models Repository 

 

3.3.2.1.2 NOMAD Content repository updates 

In the nomad_content repository, two changes took place:  

 A new field named ‘crawl_timestamp’ was inserted, reflecting the time that the resource was fetched. The 

existing timestamp field was changed to reflect the published date of the resource, if it is provided. 

 A new field named ‘source_url’ was inserted, reflecting the actual source (either domain name, or RSS feed, or 

social media account) that the content fetched originates from. It is used in order to satisfy the need of the 

analytics UI of a user to be able to go to the original source that an argument comes from.  
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Figure 13: Final E-R Diagram of the NOMAD Content repository 

 

3.3.2.1.3 NOMAD Argument Extraction repository updates 

The argument extraction service may detect possible new arguments that are matched to a given policy model. The 

NOMAD platform may suggest these new arguments in the authoring tool. In order for these new arguments to be 

accessible, an ‘extracted_arguments’ repository was added in the overall nomad schema.  

 

Figure 14: Final E-R Diagram of the NOMAD Argument extraction repository 

3.3.2.1.4 NOMAD Orchestrator repository updates 

The NOMAD orchestrator required its own repository in order to be able to keep history of the analysis pipeline calls 

executed and to inform the orchestrator portlet of the status of a requested analysis.  
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Figure 15: Schema of the NOMAD Orchestrator repository 

3.3.2.1.5 NOMAD Summarization Service repository updates 

The NOMAD summarizer, as it is fully integrated in the analysis pipeline, functions in two modes:  

 The online mode, where it serves a request on the fly, and  

 The offline mode, where it calculates the argument summaries of a given policy model and of all of the 

subsequent model components. 

The online service accesses the repository and serves the response which was committed by the offline service at some 

past point in time. The schema used for this caching process of offline results is illustrated below. 

 

Figure 16: Schema of the NOMAD summarizer repository 
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4. THE NOMAD TESTING FRAMEWORK 

4.1 NOMAD performance tests 

4.1.1 Web services of the linguistic pipeline 

In order to evaluate the overall performance and scalability of each service of the NOMAD linguistic pipeline, we have 

examined the overall time consumption of the three main WP4 components, i.e. the Segment Extraction service, the 

sentiment analysis service and the word cloud extraction service., as well as the corresponding memory consumption of 

those.  

To implement the performance tests, we worked on a Linux production server with 12GB of RAM and 8 CPU cores. 

Each test consists of 6 different dataset sizes, doubled on each row. The last test was run on the 40000 documents 

corpus. After that, in order to estimate the performance of the module in the 80000 documents corpus, we apply a linear 

interpolation function. 

In the segment extraction and sentiment analysis modules, we have designed a multithreaded implementation of the 

code, and hereby present results from single thread operation, when 2 threads work in parallel, and when 4 threads work 

in parallel. The metrics prove that the time that each operation consumes is inversely proportional to the number of 

threads that it possesses, illustrating the scalability of the system.  

In the term extraction service, there is currently a hard bottleneck due to database input-output operations. Many 

storage alterations took place (mainly better indexes in the schema) and therefore improved the performance of the 

CRUD operations. 

The performance results of each service are thoroughly presented in the final deliverable 4.2 “Linguistic Analysis 

Module”. 

 

4.1.2 Web services that assist the UI modules  

 

In order to test the performance of the Web Services at the query level, that is, the web services that assist in the 

functionalities of the User interfaces, the popular open source tool JMeter was used. JMeter is designed to load test 

functional behaviour and measure performance of web applications and web services. Web Services Test Plans were 

created to test the performance of the most demanding web services that are handled by the NOMAD user interface 

modules.  

The tests includes the creation of indicative scenarios with 5/10/20 concurrent users that send http requests (service 

calls) to the server and run this test 4 times.  

In order to derive these numbers of concurrent users, the following assumptions were made: 

 90.000 visitors/month or 3000 visitors/day to the NOMAD platform were assumed, a number significant large 

considering the purposes of the NOMAD tools 

 The average time the user spends in each NOMAD page is 5 minutes or 300 seconds 

 The number of concurrent users consuming the same service at the same second is derived by the formula: 

Number of Concurrent users = Rate of incoming visitors * time of visit ( where Rate of incoming visitors is the 

number of visitors per second) 

By using the numbers mentioned above the Rate of incoming visitors is 0,0347 visitors per second and the concurrent 

users is 10,41.  

During these tests: 

 The server running the services was allocated 4CPUs and 4GB or memory 

 The Glasssfish server was allocated 1GB of memory 
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 The MySql server was allocated 1GB of memory 

 There were 190758 documents stored in the database 

 There were 2.863.463 segments stored in the database 

 There were 72505927 new terms stored in the database 

 There were 124 domains with average size of 23 nodes 

 There were 134 policies with average size of 37 nodes 

 

To make it even more difficult we consider that a user is able to make more actions, thus call many web services, at the 
same time, so the services were not tested individually but as sets, as it will be demonstrated below. 
 

The following tables present the results of the Web Test for the different number of users. The first column shows the 

services that were tested and the rest of the columns represent the various metrics measured by JMeter. More 

specifically, through JMeter the following results are retrieved: 

 Service - The name of the service that has been tested.  

 Samples - The number of samples for the service; 

 Average - The average time of a set of results; 

 Min - The shortest time for the samples of the service; 

 Max - The longest time for the samples of the service; 

 Error % - Percent of requests with errors; 

 Throughput – the throughput is measured in requests per time unit (second/minute/hour) and in Kbytes/sec 

 

For the Authoring module the Web Test 1 was conducted, for the Orchestrator module the Web Test 2 and for the 

Analytics module the Web Test 3   

The number of http requests in the first scenario was (5/10/15 users) x (9 requests) x 4 = 180/360/540 requests 

Table 2: Web Test 1 - Results for 5 users 

Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Get user 

settings 
20 6 4 18 0.0 1.5 1.07 

Get user 

graphs - 

Domains 

20 14 10 26 0.0 1.5 6.45 

Get user 

graphs - 

Policies 

20 8 7 12 0.0 1.5 2.53 

Get public 

graphs - 

Domains 

20 1139 780 1260 0.0 1.4 413.14 

Get public 

graphs - 

Policies 

20 2905 2694 3179 0.0 1.5 809.45 

Get New 

Terms 
20 7 6 10 0.0 1.1 0.71 

Get Extracted 

Arguments 
20 6 4 14 0.0 1.1 0.74 
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Update Model 

Node 
20 5 3 14 0.0 1.5 2.58 

Add User 

Activity 
40 6 4 14 0.0 2.9 1.95 

 

 

Table 3: Web test 1 - Results for 10 users 

Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Get user 

settings 
40 403 5 1943 0.0 1.2 0.83 

Get user 

graphs - 

Domains 

40 203 11 1351 0.0 1.2 5.01 

Get user 

graphs - 

Policies 

40 317 7 1936 0.0 1.2 1.96 

Get public 

graphs - 

Domains 

40 1318 485 2193 0.0 1.1 337.18 

Get public 

graphs - 

Policies 

40 3233 2185 4700 0.0 1 697.84 

Get New 

Terms 
40 345 6 1345 0.0 1.1 0.71 

Get Extracted 

Arguments 
40 278 6 1339 0.0 1.1 0.74 

Update Model 

Node 
40 356 4 1174 0.0 1.1 1.96 

Add User 

Activity 
80 276 5 1937 0.0 2.2 1.48 

 

Table 4: Web Test 1 - Results for 15 users 

Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Get user 

settings 
60 651 6 1970 0.0 1.2 0.88 

Get user 

graphs – 

Domains 

60 564 10 2140 0.0 1.2 5.15 

Get user 

graphs – 

Policies 

60 539 7 1944 0.0 1.2 1.90 

Get public 

graphs – 
60 1676 504 4654 0.0 1.1 337.64 
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Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Domains 

Get public 

graphs – 

Policies 

60 3876 2032 6998 0.0 1 723.54 

Get New 

Terms 
60 805 6 2636 0.0 1.1 0.73 

Get Extracted 

Arguments 
60 480 6 1800 0.0 1.1 0.76 

Update Model 

Node 
60 728 4 2660 0.0 1.1 1.49 

Add User 

Activity 
120 593 5 2238 0.0 1.1 1.97 

 

As it appears from the results in tables 1-3 most of the web services of the authoring module respond in a timely manner 

in all cases as the average times are low, so they can handle even more concurrent users. There seems to be a bit bigger 

delay when it comes to the Get Public Graphs service especially in the case where the returned data is Policies. This delay 

was expected since the time of the test, for the pilot purposes the service was returning all the available policies and 

domains, something that will not be the case in a production environment. It should also be noted that this service is 

called in the background so these kind of delays would not be apparent to the user.   

The number of http requests in the second scenario was (5/10/15 users) x (3 requests) x 4 = 60/120/180 requests 

 

Table 5: Web Test 2 - Results for 5 users 

Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Get 

Orchestrator 

Data  

20 5 4 12 0.0 22.9 14.84 

Get User 

Sources 
20 8 7 16 0.0 23.4 35.59 

Add User 

Source 
20 4 3 5 0.0 23.7 41.61 

 

 

Table 6: Web test 2 - Results for 10 users 

Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Get 

Orchestrator 

Data  

40 6 4 13 0.0 40.6 26.37 

Get User 

Sources 
40 18 6 16 0.0 41.7 63.48 

Add User 40 4 3 11 0.0 42.2 74.09 
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Source 

 

 

 

Table 7: Web Test 2 - Results for 15 users 

Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Get 

Orchestrator 

Data  

60 6 5 11 0.0 58.5 37.98 

Get User 

Sources 
60 8 7 17 0.0 59.8 91.04 

Add User 

Source 
60 6 4 13 0.0 60.5 106.31 

 

The web services for the Orchestrator module apparently respond very fast to the UI’s requests and can handle even 

more concurrent users and work load.  The number of http requests in the third scenario was (5/10/15 users) x (6 

requests) x 4 = 120/240/360 requests 

 

Table 8: Web Test 3 - Results for 5 users 

Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Get Models 20 46 33 67 0.0 13.7 20.59 

Get Term 

Frequencies 
20 27 22 40 0.0 13.9 4.44 

Get Segments 20 27 18 40 0.0 13.9 4.40 

Get Group 

Info 
20 31 24 48 0.0 13.9 4.88 

Get database 

Info 
20 26 17 35 0.0 14 32.21 

Get policies by 

domain 
20 27 18 38 0.0 13.9 4.39 

 

 

Table 9: Web test 3 - Results for 10 users 

Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Get Models 40 91 44 170 0.0 16.6 25.01 

Get Term 

Frequencies 
40 63 21 106 0.0 16.7 5.31 

Get Segments 40 64 24 106 0.0 16.7 5.19 

Get Group 

Info 
40 68 25 106 0.0 16.5 5.78 
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Get database 

Info 
40 62 17 109 0.0 16.7 38.12 

Get policies by 

domain 
40 62 20 109 0.0 16.5 5.21 

 

Table 10: Web Test 3 - Results for 15 users 

Service Samples 
Average 

(msec) 

Min 

(msec) 

Max 

(msec) 
Error (%) 

Throughput 

Requests/min KB/sec 

Get Models 60 134 42 269 0.0 17.1 25.81 

Get Term 

Frequencies 
60 104 20 161 0.0 17.1 5.43 

Get Segments 60 109 19 161 0.0 16.8 5.21 

Get Group 

Info 
60 113 29 1611 0.0 16.5 5.83 

Get database 

Info 
60 107 18 159 0.0 16.6 38.72 

Get policies by 

domain 
60 108 20 163 0.0 16.6 5.19 

 

The web services for the Analytics module also respond very fast to the UI’s requests and can handle even more 

concurrent users and work load.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS 

This document is an accompanying report on the prototype deliverable D6.3 about the integration of the final version of 

the NOMAD platform prototype. The prototype integrates the final versions of the main individual components and 

modules, including all of the processing layer services, the visualization and analytics and the model authoring 

functionalities. It also presents the results of the technical testing of the modules and the platform. 
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